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AN INTRODUCTION TO PROJECT SPAN

Project SPAN undertOok the task of describing and assessing' the
current and recent state of social studies /social scienceeducation, of
designating desired states to which social studies might or should '

aspire, and of shaping recommendations as to how those desired states
might he approached. This has been a formidab4e-task, increasing in
difficulty as the project moved from describing the .current state to
envisionirg desired states to framing recommendations.

in describing the current state of'socialstudiesLsoCial science
education, the project began with three coordinated studies of science
education supported by the National gcience Foundationdingothe period
1976-78:. series.of se studies conducted by the:Center for Instfuc2
tional esLarch and Cu idulum Evaluation nt the;pniversity of Illinois,

national survey conducted.hy the gescarch''Tr,ianglt Institute, and a
survey of literature for the peXioa 1955-75, conducted by The Ohio State
Lniversity with the -assistance of the "SociallScience Education Consor-
tium. These thi-ee studies, using three very 'different but congruent
methodologies, .prQvide a wealth of inforiCiation4 about precollege educa-
tion in notural science, mathematics, and social .studio /social science
education. Ir addition t6 these three fruitful sou-recs.-1 SPAN staff and
cor.rultants reviewed hundreds of other documents bearing on social
studies and, through correspondence and at conferences, sought the advice
and comments of many persons throughout the nation.

With respect to the sp'ecification of desired states and of recom-
nerdations for achieving them, the basic fact of social studies educa-
tion at present is that there is a great diversity of opinion, from w,hich
,t Is impossible to elicit consensus. There are polam"'ositions on the
most basic issues, and a range of opinion between the piles. Sobe feel
that social studies is in need of drastic revision, others that there is
little or no need for concern.

The great ersity of opinion about desired stateoand recommenda-
tions ey:ists in the literature and in the dipAions of social studies
c.t ors thrdughoutthe ration, as expdrienc(7,byr SPAN Start members in

perusing the literature, in numerou meoptings and conyers&tions, and in
voluminous correspondence, was also keflectE<d i4 the twelve consultarits
who worked with the SPAN staff throughout the project. The twelve con-
sultants were chosen for their known contributions to social studies
literature and practice, also for their rrepreSenAtion.of various social
stuoies roles: elementary or secondary teacher, consultant or supervisor
at district or state level, professional assuciatiol:, university teacher.
They were indeed "representative ". -- -not only pf social-studies-educator
roles but also of a wide range of'opinions about desired states and
recommendations!

Given this diversity of opinion, both.inthe social studies field
at large 'and within the group of consultants,.the,SPAN staff (within
which there were also some differences of opinion!).11.4"d td take the
ultimate responsibility' for formUlating the .statements,concerning
desired states and-reCOmmendation., We wish to give fill credit for-.
information and ideas we have borrowed and used--borrowed both from the
consultants and from social studes'educzitors at large. But the staff
must-accept final responsibility for the content of the SPAN reports.

i).i 4
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The staff members who worked with SPAN throughout.the prkject are Irving
Morrissett, Project Director and Executive Director of the Social

Science Education. Consortium, Douglas Superka, Associate Project Direc-
tor and Staff Associate of SSEC, and Sharryl Hawke, Staff Associate of
SSEC. Bruce Tipple, a Staff Associate'of SSEC, also served as a stiff
member: during the early part of the prpject, as did three Teacher A(d-
ciates of SSEC, Maria Rydstedt, John Zola, and William Cleveland,

Two individuals produced commissioned papers at the request of the

project staff. Dana Kurfman reviewed the status of evaluation processes
in social studies and made'recommendations on needed changes. Hazel

Hertzberg wrote an extensive review of sccial studies reform efforts
from'1880 to 1980.

The consultants who worked with SPAN throughout.the project are:
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FOREWORD

In the courses of Froject SPAN, consultants and staff wrestled with

the problem of whether a pew conteno focus and a new curr iculum organiza-

tion pattern for K-12 social studies are desirable and/orfeasible. As

described in,the5PAN reports, they resent pattern' of-topics and courses .

has been in place for more than half a century. Modifications and devia-

tions of content and/course titles have occurred, emphases have changed,

and new`:, topics have been grafted onto the old structure-;with varying

degrees of staying power--but,the basic pattern 8t courses and topiEs---

has remained quite stable.

Discussions' addressed the two questions of desirability and feasi-
,

bflit basic change in the dominant focus and course pattern of K-12

social studies. 'OpinionS as to the desirability of basic change were

4harply divided. Some felt that the length of time that the dominant

Organizational pattern has existedrenders it suspectand that, this

pAttern has not accommodated and cannot accommodate new. developments in

social kndwledge, social needs, and student needs. Others felt that the

persistence of the old pattern is evidence of its usefulness and work-
.

4

ability rather than cf obsolescence, that necessary changes can occur

and haie occurred within the existing pattern, and that other aspects,of
e 4

s.ociai st dies 'education are more deserving of attention than efforts to

change the xistinepattern.

Opinions with respeot to the, feasibility of change in the dominant

organizritional pattern and the topics taught within the pattern were

less divided: there was general agreement'that substantial changes in

the existing pattern 110'the,near future are highly unlikely. The persis-

tent pattern of textbooks and curpcplum guides, as well as the.experi-

q ence ,and ex' ectations of most. spcial studies educators, tend to hold the

existing pattern father firmly in" place.. Some, however, felt that a new

focus, suchas'concepts and skills; could be instituted within the exist-

ii40.1cour.se pattern. .

`Stimulated by such discussions and informed by their familiarity

with th e extensive literature reviewed ly Project SPAN, two staff members

4 t.rlick out on their own t suggest an alternative focus for,social

studies that might also in olve a change in the dominant social studies

. 0



course pattern. In .the four sections of this volume, Douglas Superka

ancLShartyl Hawke.tn6ughtful1_y and thoroughly present a "social-roles"

approach to social studies. While attention to social roles in social

studies is not entirely new, as they point out, the eaaboratton of ideas

and suggested applications presented by Superka and .Hawke supply an

unprecedented wealth of material for those who might wish to use social

roles as the basis for anew approach to social studies.

tir

Irving Morr.,issett
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PREFACE

Protect SPAN has outlined six major,pAoblems which social studies

educators need to address in the 1980s and a series of desired states

and recommendations for imgoving social studies in the next decade.

Since those are broad guidelines for improving the tield, a number of

different approaches to social studies could be advocated as the means

of implementing those recommendations end achieving those desired states.

This volume offers one possible focus for social,studies that we believe

can help in resolving the problems and achieving the desired states that

havebeen'described.\ This focus is called "social roles."

The first secti n of this publication, "A' Perspective on Social

Roles," descTibes the social-roies approach, detail. It is an expanded

and revised versiOn of an article which appeared in the NovemberlDecember

1980 issue of Social Education. In this version; 'each of the social

roles--citizen, worker, consumer, family member, friend, member of social

groups; and self - -is described, and the contribution of social studies

to those roles is explained and illustrated. Also inluded are a

just&fiCatiOn for the approach and ar explanation of how it can help

alleviate the six problems and achieve the desired stat,es identified by.

Project SPAN. Tlitis section concludes with a brief summary of other

curriculum orlentati ns similar, to the social-rOles approach and answers'

'.to several questions concerning the implications of this approach for

thel;t. sen't social studies curriculum.

The econd section,yTsing Social Roles to 'Organize K-12 Social

4tudiies," slows how this, ra mework might be used as the. basis for a K-12
4

curriculum. The section begins with a brief explanation of the impor-

tance of curr culumargar ization in improving social studies. This is

followed-by".:a description and illustration of a'new way to organize

elementary %(K -6) social studies, based on the social roles. Possible

curriculum implications for secondary social studies are then explained

and illustrated. A brief summary of the advantages of a social-roles

approach for K-12 social studies con ludes this section.

"Social Roles: The Main,Ideas" presents a succinct, point-by-point
,.-.

description of the main ideas related to each of the seven social roles.

Listed for each role are ten or more main ideas that could be emphasized

IL
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in the social studies curriculum; these ideas are drawn from a variety

of sources in education Ohd the social sciences. This list constitutes

the initial step in identification of the conceptual substance of a

social -roles curriculum.
m

The publication. concludes ,with "Social Roles: Relating the tain

,Ideas to Topics and Courses," which illustrates how social roles can be

used as.a basis for refocusing existing -secondary 4pcial studies courses.

We have Identified topics ana'courses in which each of the main ideas ;,,.\

tor the social roles can, be effectively taught without completely revis-

ing the scope ana sequence of high school social studies.

One very importart point about the nature and purpose of this

publication ana our work on social roles needs to be clarified. The

social-roles focus has been only a small part' tot our work on ,project

SPAN. It has 'never .been our intention, nor'did we have the time in the
4

context of this pro:',ect,, to develop e complete, curriculum for teaching

social roles A[t social studies. 1,ndeed, the initial purpose of (JUT work

:,t2udate the SPAN staff and consultants to think about possible

recommendations for improving 'social studies in more concrete terms.
--m

latery in writing the Social Education articie', we hoped that the

social-roles idea would stimulate reactions and ideas within the entire

social' studies profession. Many reactions, indeed, have resulted--both

positive and nnative. This volume, which contains the background paper4;')

we wrote co stimtilatc thoe reactions, is therefore not intended as a

complete social studies curriculum that teachers can take and use in

their clacEr-c,oms. We hope, howeVer, that the ides and suggestions in

this volume will help those teachers and other educators who would like

to fbcus more social.studies'instruction on social roles to get started

in that effort.

Douglas P. Superka

Sharryl Hawke

Jaivary 1982
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A PERSPECTIVE.ON SOCIAL BOLES

Seven Social Rol

How canesocial studies contribute- ;ore fully to the.develonment of

informed and effective, participants in our society? One way yould be to

focus content andnstruCtion mole directly on how most people partici-

pate in that soeiety--hOw they spend their time, where they put their

energy. Most people's social 'UN/0 can be described by seven major

roles: citizen, worker, consumer, family member, friend? member of

various social groups, and self. Social studies can help young people

understand, value, and function creatively and ,competently in these'

social roles--thereby' helping them become effective individuals and

'effec.tive participants in our society.

The term 'role" has been defined by sociologists and psychologists

in various ways. Therein general agreement that the term,relers to a

Set of organized meanings atrdvalues that direct a person's actions in a

given situation or in the performance of a given function (Kitchens and

Muessig 1080, p. 11; Rose 1965, p. 45). Most anthropologists and'sociol-
----

°gists add,that these roles are useally ascribed.to people by their

society or culture. SOme emphasize that this process is interactive and

that individuals can exercise choice in defining and implementing their

roles Within the society (e.g., Blumer 1970).

used in-roughly this manner, placing particular attention on the situa-

tions (especially sets of relationships) and functions implied by co role.

Here the term "role" is

Each pf the seven roles. defines an important area of social life in

which nearly all persons participate and implies a Specific set of rela-

tionships and functions. As citizens we participate in various ways and

at several levels in the political (governmental and.public policy)

aspects of society. The roles Qt consumer.and worker define our essen-

tial relationships and functions in the marketplace and workplace,

respectively. The two major area of close interper$onal relationships
,

are defined in our roles, as family members and friends. We are also

members of various social groups, among them racial' groups, ethnic

groups, gender (male-female) groups, age (child, adolescept, adult)

`groups, religious groups, and socioeconomic classeS. Our identifications



and relationships with the latter grotips can have a significant influence

on the previous five roles and on the last role--self. We use the term

"self'.' broadly to "Mine the *ole which consists-primarily of our rela-

tionships to ourselves. The main function of'self is the clarification

and deve.lopMent of iderrtit) This role is at the core of all the offer

social roles, but it also invo ,s-something beyond these toles.

Whileeach role defines a distinct set,of relationships and func-

tio , all seven are interrelated. A method of illustrating the int.er-

re3,4ationships between and among the seven social roles is depicted in

Fi/gure 1. Being a member of a labor union, tor- example, is part of a

riorker role; buo it can also involve citizenship act.ivities,Since unions

aLtempt to influenCeipublic policy. any consumer functions occur within

the context of the family. 5ocal,kstudies programs can hialight.15-oth

the distinctiveness of and the interrelationships-among the seven social

roles.

Figure 1

iHE SEVEN SOCIAL ROLES

O
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The social roles also have both individual and. collective dimen-

sions: As citizens, for example, we perform individual civic actions,

such as votingiin elections, but may also be members of local community

groups or political parties that involve collective responsibilities and

actions. Social" studies can contribute Lo learning related to both of

these vital dirliensions.

To explai\ and illustrate the nature of these social roles and their

interrelationships is the main purpose of this paper. A second purpose

isto drlarify the valuable contributions that social studies can make to

education for the social role's. These social roles can serve as a useful

frAework for determining what to teach in social studies and,why. In

addition, social roles, in combination with knowledge about student

development, can provide a concrete basis for organizing curriculum

content and learning activities in social studies.

Citizen

Citizenship education has been considered the central goal of social

studies for at least the pas't century (Hertzberg 1981). Moreover,, within

'the context of the recent resurgence of interest in the topic, citizen-

ship has been called the "primary, overriding purpose" (Barr, Barth, and

Shermis 1977, pp. 67-68), the "centering concept" (Shaver 1977, p. 115),

and the "uitimptustification" (Remy 1978b, p. 41) of social studies.

The revised NCSS curriculum gUidelines, state frameworks, district cur-

rtculum guides,
A
and textbooks reflect this orientation.

Despite widespread agreement about its centrality and important to

social studies, however, there is little agreement about the meaning of

citigenship, the nature and scope of the.citizen role, or the major focus
.

of citizenship .education efforts (Meyer 1979, pp. 11-19). Each of the' ,

following ideas has been suggested as the-central focus of citizenship

education: knowledge from the sacial_pcience disciplines (Berelson 1962,

pp.. 6-7); the knowledge, abilities; -chities, freedoms, and ideals of a

democratic citizen (Martin 1980:p. 285); Commitment to democratic values

(Butts 1979); analysis of public issues (Oliver and Shaver 1966); deci-

sion making (Remy 1976); moral reasoning (Fenton 1977); understanding

global perspectives (Mendlovitz, Metcalf, and Washburn 1977); competence

in group governance (Turner 1980); "just relations between individuals

3
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and social institutions" ( oshay and Burton 196, p. 4); and influencing

cators have stressed'public policy (Newmann, 19,75). While Some ed

patriotism and loyalty, t)thers have emphasized p -oblem solving and social

criticism. Some definitions of citizenship encompass nearly dll areas

of social life, while ,ethers are restricted to the politICal arena.

Nearly everyone, howe er, agr'n-r-; that the development of responsible

participating citizens is a key to preserVing and improving our demo-

cratic society.

The citizen role ds defined in this paper is focused on the rela-
N

cionships between individuals and political entities (for example, the
4

state, governmental agencies, and political organizations) and organized

efforts to iniluence public policy. On the basis of this conception,

the citizen. role includes a wide range of important activities: voting,
fP,

obeying just laws, challenging unjust laws, paying taxes, serving in the

armed forces, participating in' political parties, studying public issues,

advocating potions on public policy quOtions (either individually or

in groups). *oTking for volunteer organizations, nd holding public

off ice: Citizens engdge in these activities in a4ariety of settings
o

and at several levels, including the neighborhood, community, city,

state, region, nation, and.world, with the specific nature of thecitizen

activities' differing at the different'levels.* Many of the activities

performed at the city, state, and national 'levels are directly related

LO governmental institutions, while those at the neighborhood, r gion,

and world fevel$ are not.

Another useful distinction can be made concerning citizen activities

at these various levels. NeWMann (1980) has distinguished be ween

"societal" level participatiot aimed at influencing elites wh run

large' -scale institutions and "communal" level participation hich

involves small, face-to-face groups making self-governing decisions.

Haas (1980) makes a similar distinction between efforts which evel6p

societal commitment (gesellschaft) and those which foster_commu al feel-

ings (gemeinschaft).

*Many other activities often considered in broad definitions of

citizenship, we have defined in relation to the other social roles.

Parents and Children deciding where to go on vacation, for example, is

considered under the role of family-member.

4
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\In relation to all levels of the titizen role, -ocial,studies has a

major and unique contribution to make. Although othe'r subject areas 'and
%.

aspects of schodl share, some responsibility for citizen-e4ueat2on, social

'k.

studies is primarily responsible for providing opvortunities for stu-
__

dents to learn the basic knowledge, skills, and_values needed to under-
,

stand and participate effectively in the U.S. political system and to

analyze and help resolve publicegtues.
,

Exactly what. is meant by education for the citizen role,? Within

isLory, politial,science, economics, and other subject 4sciplines,

educators cannot only identify topics or concepts related to the citizen

role but also determine which of these are most' directly related to or

essential to that role. Since history still occ

the social studies curriculum,*testions need to

the contributions of history td. the vile of citi

ies a major place in

e addtesSed concerning

as well as other

roles.' At the classroom level, for example, a high school teacher may
---,

have to decide what aspects of the-"CiVil.War and Reconstruction" are
t

most importantfor
i

4enioT high students,to learn in order to be informed
1 \ .

citizens. At the district' level, administrators Might,need to decide

Whether V.S. history is the best course for ten-year-olds.

Such questions do not mean that history should be considered

unimportant. I -does mean that history 4nd the other disciplines should

be examined to determine what knowledge /and skills can contribute most

to education for citizenshrp. These kirids .6f decisions will have to be

made if room is to be found in the incras.ingly crowded social studies

curriculum ford teaching about the,othe! important social Toles. Young

people and adults spend more than 90 percent of their waking time in

these other roles; social studies, t e 1980s can make a bigger contri-

hution to these aspects or their lives

Worker

The worker role,unlike the citizen role, iS not generally perceived

by social studies educators as being central, to their field. Although

some educators have supported the "'infusion" of. career awareness into

social studies instruction (for example, Taylor\ et al. 1977; National

Council for the Social Studies 1975), many teach rs have viewed career

education as an encroachment on the legitimate dom in of social studies.

5



Social studies educators cannot ignore the fact that productive

work is one of the most important aspects of Most people's lives. A

consistent finding of the various secondary education commissions of the

1970$ was that edtrcation had failed to egtahlish a meaningful relation-

ship between school and work in our soc.iety (National Task Force for

High School Reform 1975; National Commission onthe Reform of Secordary

Education 1973; Panel on Youth, President'd Science Advisory Committee

1974). Work is an important part of many studenls' lives, even before

they leave high school; a recent study reported that "at some given time

during ehe::school year, about 50 percent of all high school juniors and

'seniors and about 3C percent (1 all 9th- and 10th-graaers gre employed"

i(olc! 1980, pp. 44-4'6) . 4d, of course, most students will spend the

majority cf their adult lives as paid employees. Thus, the worker role

hds both immediate and tnture relevance to elementary and secondary

students.

that can social studies' cortribution_be to this role? Socidl

studies has ar auxiliar), not primary, responsibility in this area. The

major responsibility must and should rest with career education Ipecial-

ists, guidance counselors, language arts, and mathematics teacb0-s.

These areas are ,proper ones to focus on the knowledge about careers and

on occupation-related skills such as identifying intormation related to

job openings, preparing job applications, interviewing for jabs, and

performing basic computation and communication skills. Social studies

c;.-,r, reinforce these etfotts, Social studies also shares with other areas

of school and society some responsibility for developing decision-making

skills ano constructive attitudes toward work.

In addition to these shared responsibilities, social studies can

fulfill the following special functions: to provide students with aware-

ness of careers directly related to the social sciences (e.g., urban

planner, sociologist, government administrator, and business'gconomist);

to help students reillect on their worker-related experiences (e.g.,

analyiing interpersonal relationships and conflicts on the job); to

provide students with Wilowledge that will place in historical and social

perspectivgthe role of the worker in U.S: society and the world (e.g.,

_ --;

knowledge abotte labor unions, immigration and employment, women in the

labor,force, and the impact of war on jobs); to help students,analyze



and discuss the interrelationships etween the worker rdle and the other

social roles- (e.g., the conflicts at often arise between being a

4espont-ible member of the family and a conscientious worker).

' Drawing on valid knowledge from economics, history, sociology, and

other social sciences, social studies can make an important contribution

to education related to the role of the worker.

Cosumer

While not all people are workers or active citizens, everyone in

our society is a consumer. The role of censumer is to buy and use the

goods and services produced by workers. Defined broadly, these goods

and services include natural resources (e.g., water, wood, oil, and gas),

manufactured products (e.g., food, drugs, bicycle's, and cars), informs-
)

tion (including print and other_ media), business services (e.g., bank-

_ing, insurance, and'real estate), and social services (e.g.,.education,

medicine, recreation, and welfare).- The consumer kole includes being a

good planner, shopper, and protector-of these goods and services and an

effective money manager. Being a wise and competent consumer in our

modern complex society will continue to be a major challenge in the 1980s

and beyond.

The consumer role is, sometimes perceived a an e c activity in

which persons engage solely for \heir own individual benefit. The y ob-

lems related to using energy and other environmental resources have

demonstrated that the consumer role also has significant collective and

societal dimensions. Buying a small car instead of a large one, for

example, may be a long-term money saver for an individual. It may also

be a more environmentally sound and socially responsible decision. Remy

correctly points out thest-t- if this decision were consistent with our
4;

national energy policy, then the individual action of buying a car would

14 very much relNed to the citizen role as well (RemA 1978a, p. 13).

While consumer education has received renewed attention in the'

70s, its relation to social studies is not'clear or well established

emy 1978a). Social studies' major contribtltion to the role of consumer

can be to help students understand this role in the context of our

national economic, political, and social systems and to appreciate the

global interdependence of consumers.

7
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Meeting these goals suggests such topics as consumer law,, supply

and demand, consumer protection, inflation, money and cedit; boycotts,

energy, the environment, multinational corporations,.and international

trade. It also calls for to thing about interrelationships.between the

consumer and the other social roles.

Providing historical, economic, and political perspectives for the

consumer role is another unique function of social studies. The emphasis

should, be -on supplying students with. conceptual tools they can use to

adapt to future changes rather than providing technical skills that may

be obsolete in ten years. A tennis instructor can help students make a

wise decisIon about which tennis racquet to buy. A dqver's education

instructor can teach students what to look for in buying\,1 car. A home

economics ttacher can help students. become aware of the advantages and

disadvantages of generic groceries. While social studies can make some

contributions at that level, -it should focus primarily on providing the

larger view.

Social studies shares with other subject areas responsibility for

some aspects of-consumer education. Critical television viewing, for

example, is a topic of interest in both social studies and language arts.

'As language arts concentrates on analyzing programs for literary quality

and program elements, social studies can help students detect bias and

stereotyping in both programming and advertisements by drawing on knowl-

.A edge and skills from psychology and social psychologyl\Similarly, social

studies and science share responsibility for helping students function

effectively and intelligently as consumers of natural resources, espe-

cially in regard to such science-related issues as energy, acid rain,

and recombinant DNA. The partnership between social studies and other

subject areas in preparing Students for the consumer-role can be one of

the most vital developments of the 1980s.

Family Member

Most deviogrOhTs predict that the 1980s will not be an easy, stable

time for families in, the Un1te4States. 'Divorce rates will probably

continue to rise,, birth rates will remain low, more women will join the

).aid labor force, more children 44111 live with only one and more

\.
.. ,

couples will decide not to have children. Despite these stresses,
,

P-----1-_, ) 1 tl
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strains, and changes, most egperts believe That the American family will

.adapt and survive. Because of these stresses, strains, and changes,

young people will, need all the help they can get to understand and func-

tibn in their roles as family members.

Traditionally, the family has been defined as a group of people

related by birth, marriage, or
1

adoption who li\,):,toge,her for the primary

purposes of procreation and child rearing. It car also include al erna-

tive family styles--for example, a married couple living together ithou -t

children--and such- extended family relationships as those between emanci-

pated adults and their elderly parents. Family roles inclu4e, mother,

father, husband, wife, cc, , daughter, brother, 4nd sister; al ") gran

child, grandparent, mother-in-law, anu still others. Everyon tuncti ns

in two or more family roles, often in two or more simultaneo

nature of each

person's life. Societal trends add another element of change.

Social studies programs can and should make an important contribu-

tion to helping young people mmiersteed_end function in their present

and future roles as family members. Obviously, social studied cannot

and should net be totally responsible for pfioducing "good family mem-

bers"; a young person's own family will certainly be the major influ-

ence. However, by drawing on knowledge from sociology, psychology,

anthropology, and history, social studies can help students better

understand and deal with parent-child relationships, sibling relation-

ships, the rights and responsibilities of parents anu children, changing

sly. Tle

of these roles changer dramatically over the course of a

family roles, 'the family -as all institution, the; tuturea-the-famlly,

the diverse types of families in the United States dud throughout the

world, and marriage and courtship.

At present, the family is a specific focud-of social studies only

in the primary grades (especially gride 1) and; in the 12th grade, as

part of a sociology or family life elective; /in other grades it is
\\

virtually ignored, despite the. importance of family to the lives of

early adolescents. The role of family membe should have a more_promi-

nent place in K-12 social studies programs.

4
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\

.

No.social St dies teach ecially At the junior and senior high

.levels, has\,to b reminded that "f ends°are one of the most important
1

dmensions of s dents' ives. Compared friends, social studies of

any other'subj t are is far down on students '. lists'orinterests, as a

. ,

reading of'th CS case studies confirm (Stake and Easley 1978
3

.
,.-

/recent study' teena e sexuality confirm d the impdrtanCe of friend-'

'ships'in thelives Of 15-

School and. Sports" 1979).
\

dents alio'value friendship', but tey `think about.itupOr',

to 18-year-olds ("Sex\Rated Below Friends,

)

different*.; Ac rdin ta; research c ucfed by Robert L. Selman and

Anne P. Selman, children's'thinking about friendski;\develops in stages

in much the..same way as', their reasoning about moral issues and other

interpersdnal relationships'(Selman and Selman 1979). The Selmans also

\ found that many youngsters need help in maktng and keeping friends and

ealing\with- -related conflicts

mportan e o f 'ends does no .. ar to diminish as one grows

into ad ood, although thee nature, farms, and bases of friendship

change draw 'gaily. While we lack extensive research data on,friend-
.,

, *W
ship, such po ular-cultdre indices as television shows ("Lavelle and

Shirley") and singles-club Memberships suggest the importance ofhfriend-

ship in our society. The few studies which do exist (e.g., Biol 1980
,,

and Parlee 1979) confirm thal the experience of fr4endship is crucial to

the healthy social and emotional development of children and adults.

Strained family relationships and alienation from the community under-

line

.

line the importance of friends as a source'*of trust, understanding,

,

affection,, and:a ceptance.
,

i

In contr sty to the ,centrality of friendship in'People's'lives, the

topic is rtually nonexistent in social studies. 'A few primary-level

textbooks iouchr)on the'subject and come supplementary materials contain',

`activities telated.to friendship. Of all the Social roles, however,

that of friend ceives by -fdrthe .east 'emphasis in social. studies.
.

Social studie -(along with langUage arts and counseling) has an ,

.important..and legitimate contribution to mike in this area. While' a new t

educational movement (stch as Education for RespOnsible Friendship" 'or
0

. \
"Friend gdugation") is not being atigge ted here, there.are some vital

2 0
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ispects friendship that can be a part of schooringand
401

lAany students at all levels will-respond to opportunities

discUis questions related to friendship, and the social

important nowledge and 'skill s' to offer in educating stud

role of fliend. Appropriate topids include forms` f frien

from pasulal to intimate, responsibilities and exp station

with friendship, qualiti s of good fr.tends:proces es of m

bility, same-sex/Opposite-sex friendships,:, confl

-faMily d friends, peer groups, cross - cultural friendship
. .

friends ip

Membet of Social Groups

In addition to functioning in the other-social 'roles,

is'also member of various social groups. Broadly
It ,'

includ (1 groups whose membership is determined-at birt
.. ;

or 'female, member of f-a racial group, and a member of a
\

group), (2)' s ch categorie\ s as religious groups, ethnic

cial studies:

examine and

ences have

tS'for the

hip, rangi{g
associated

ing friends,

cts,between

and wartime

i .

very person

def.nrd, these

'(being male

Age cohort

roups, and

socioeconomic, asses, into, which per ons- are born but from which they

may move, and (3 groups to Td ich'peo le ChooSe to:,belong,Iluch as bridge.

clubs/b seball te ms, and w.= n's consciousness- raising gr ups.

Participation nd membershi in all these groups can ke place-it

various' levels of i volV"ement,; hOWever, rescribed ,

expectations 'and norms are associated/ with membership in1 ach group.

regard to membership in thesfirit two kinds of
a

n teaching,students, to be al.* Of',.the exist-
,

t kinds of groups, to a nafyz their pareic-

s_jttomake conscious indlv du4I decisions

icipation in various gtou s, an to undbr-

group'expectations--em asizi g that one

Social studies efforts

groups should be focused:

etice and nature' of differe
2 ,

ular affiliatiefins-=F-ith...gron

about the extent.oftheZr par

standthe nature and origins o

does not necessarily have to litI4it his or,her choiCes b

tional'group,expectations. This as indeed been ,a major th ust of man

di-

hulticultural education, ethnic studies, anchirmen's equity efforts.

At the most intimate level, a person can choogt to. elong,to a

smap. face-to-face group whose ,primary goal iS,Sbcial or /philosophical

rather than political or whose organizing .prindiimay.b ethnic iden-

tity, religion, age, or s x. Some examples of,gx s4n his' Bete

t

4
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.
would,be a social club baked rn

uh, a bridAe club,

,Nt

'tribution of social

eiieL nature, purpose, and

grdups, where they exist,

i.nLy on ethnic of ,jiliation, a youth ath-

a..Incal church otr temple. A niplor con-

canche o help students examine

oups--who belongs to the,sedynamicsft.such
,I 41k

by :tlfey. form,

.'; .' norms
: il -,-:

as group responsibilities: rules, and ,

. A !

At still another level,4 'sOcik,,,ggou4 . y be 4. large-scale .

(national or global) organzat'ion Whosqui.p4selis tolleip maintaln and
v

1. -.." ,... . t

. .
improve the social conditions of. IRIr,f,i9 Or,group--,for>example, the

a -

nd-how hey are run --;as well

.

National Organization for o en (N

the Advancement of Colored

regard to such- a group

Nati _- :ciatiorf for
c .. .,.

People (NAACP). iThe p)le'of social st die-

s to teach about! its Mature, purpose, f nc- .

:

,... tion, and impact and to help students mak.Orefletive decisions about
: .

-'. , , :
.

.

possible participz,tion. _

Still another

of foriVar-ox

world, avd Jews; f

geographically d f

valley, mountain ra ge,

but share certain vllu

a common environment. (H

abquc.the impact and ont Wions of such groups in '

and the world--with tten ion to ,thettgroups cultur41

toms:\and history t1d the effects of major historical
forces on their social we fare. Ekamples of historical topics are the

:
type.of group is a social aggregate lacking any ind -

tion--male-s in the.UnitAd. States, children in Ihe
..: -..__. ,

,S
r exam e. This cqtegory also includes msmbers of

d agR egates: peopA4 who slive,In the,,,pame river

deseit, who hale no ,polit-'caorganizatipn

nd.behavior bec4use',oftheir interaction with

re the major rolgtot_gpcitudies isto teach

United States

traditions, cus-
*

or contemporary

impact of the Civil.War-on blacks andAthe effect oPPZZonomic recession

and inflation on thN5ies of Women in,..th4 finited States. A very cur-

1
rent topic related to these issues is:th-erecent immigration to 'the

United States of Cambodian refilgeesMans,and'other groups, reSulting.

Afrom international political events. The-Impact of This immigration on

/the-United States and on "these people i8 a very significant=topic'that

social: studies can teach.

Finally, social studies can contribute' to -students' undertranding
of the group.member role by focusing on the interrelationships between

this role and .the other social- roles. )1Family,roles, for example, are.

-closely related to membership-in ethnic groups. Another crucial topic
A

i
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is the pptential conflict between the citizen rolCand membership in

these social groups. Recent multicultural education efforts have helped

emphasize the pluralistic nature of our society and therefore of

citizenship -,1h the United States. SOM6, however, view this as frag-

mentation of the ,society and subordination ofi national citric values to
0

ethnic and cultural values. The possible int rrelationships etween the

citizen role and ipligious group memberrole jilave been drama 'zed by the

direct involvement _of some religicas_grons, in recent polittcal cam-
,

paigns: Teaching-directly and honestly about these kindS of conflicts

significant responsi-

0
and interrelationships today and.in the past s a

bility of-social studies,.

Self-

?.

As indicated in the previous,discussionof social roles, U.S.

society expects as person to be a good citizen, worker, consumer, family

member, and to a- esser extent a good friend. In' addition, our society

sexoften conveys -certain expected ways a perspOshould act based do the sex

, cohort role, ethnic group, and s cial class to which he or she belongs.
t

Our society places still another expectation on people because of the

high value Lt puts the individual: people are also encouraged to be

themselves--to expres their, own uniqueness and tp develop their full .

potentialities. This - 'Striving for fulfillment and realization as a

unique person occurs .both within the six social roles (e.g., by being a

unique'teacher or the beS1 father you c.:1 poSSib)y be) and outside thote
k

. . 4 _ ..
roles (e.g.; by reading history to expand your intellectual horizons or

running ten miles' a day to develop and maintain 'a healthy body). We
.

.

have defined this fuhdtion and the sets of relationships, meanings, and
1

. 4
values associated`w'th it as the role of self:,*

I.

*While it may not be co
it .is used/here, me believe

hasiiing
ial roles

present purpose, emp
the "other" six soc
sociologiSts and. philosophers
perspective on self aid soc
similar view of the self role
educators (e.g., ,llals 4980).

on to tt§e the term "self". as a "role," as
this is convenient terminology. for Our,
the important relationship of the self to

. This usage Is similak to that of some
who have focused on an interactionist

ety (e.g., Bigge 1971; Blumer 1970). .A,
as alsd.been taken by some socialstudies

3
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The importance of including a fo us on self_has been recognized by

many educators within and outside ef
;the social studies field. Coals of

increasing self-awareness and enhancing self-esteem have been a ctnttal

aspect of humanistic education and vaities clkirificatioh (e.g., Canfield,

and Wells 1976; Rathe, Harmin; and Simon:1978). Many social studies

educator's also include these goals (e.g., Fenton 19'77).,

As in the other' roles, the role of self involves 'the person in
.

certain kinds'of-activities.. In addition to acting competently in /the

other roles, these lf-deveIopment-oriented activities include develop-

ing a positive and listic self,- concept, increasing one's self- aware-

ness, expanding one's tellectual capacities, developing and maintain-

Lng'a healthy emotional na physical being, and clarifying and living by
-

a set of personal values hat leads to individual and societal well

being.

All' aspects of school rci society share some responsibility 'for

education and development related to the role of -self. What is the

unique contribution of social studies to'this goal? It consists pri--
.

mar-bly-of providing learning experiences that will help students under-

stand hOw the other social roles, ineludihg membership in social groups,

influence identity and self-development, as well as how the letter can,

influence and change social roles. To acdomplish this goal social
- -
studies can thaw on the-social sciences --psychology,, sociology, social

psychology, history, anthropology, and cultural geography-,.-as well as on

such other 'sources as Multicultural educskon, sex-role awareness,

literature, and philosophy.

A' final aUntr-lhution of social studies arid` other subjec t areas to

the'goal of education for the 'role of 'self is-t help each student expand

and develop hisOr her intellectual capacity. This goal has two import-

ant aspects. Ohe involves teaching content from social studies that

students should 'know simply in order to be informed persons--even if

such knowledge does not lead to immediate payoffs in terms of success in

other social roleS.0 The other is helping students develop a sense of ,

the joyof ;earning and knowing. While much social studies knowledgb*

can be justified' 'on the basis that an inforied person should know, it,
,t-.

this shouldinot 1* the ,sole focus of intellectual development. Social

studiesIteacherA ileed-to, strengthen ways in whic h they demonstrate to

stuaintt that iearning;can be satisfying--even,joyful--for its own sake.

1
ti
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a.
Why Social Roles? 0

The goal of refocusing social studies on social roles, cannot be.

easily attained, nor will it be a magical Panacea fol. all of the prob-

lems of social studies. The social -roles focus is recommended in the

belief that-it will help, more than some existing approaches, -to allevi-
-

ate the six problems and move social studies toward the desired states

'recommended by' Project SPAN. The basis for making this statement is'

explained below in relation to each probleT area and desired state.

Student Learning

The most important problem to bee addressed in the 1980s-, and by

implication the ultimate desired' state 'to be achieved, is relateed to

student learning and valuing of social studies. Since the study ofk
0

social roles focuAes on how children and adults spend time and act in

the real social world, this orientation should help student's 'affreciate

the importance of social studies, increase student, motivation to learn

,social.studies, and, ultimately, improve.students' learni of, signifi7

cant knowledge and skills in social'studies. For most p ople,, activi-

ties related to being a family Member,, worker; consumer, friend, and'sclIr

on are very large dnd important parO of their social liVet. The so'cial-.

roles focus reflects this reality better' than 'many recent social studies
'

approaches. Citizenship approaches; reflecting either a.* cultdrhl-
,

continuity or a social-reconstruction orientation, place Trwhelmiffig'

emphasis on the citizen role--a role that is often defined primarily Ark, 4i

terms, of the political and public realm* Despite all tie years of

citizenship -emphasis in social studies {Hertzberg. 1981), fewvAmericans

today are active citizens and about one-third are politically indifferent

(Markrr 1980). Social studies educators should continue thtireffor s
- 0.

to change this situation, but shOhld also be aware that Most citiie

appro ches tend to ignore ordleemphasite other major4ocial as .e t of °

peoplk's lives..

.. The social-science and kleative-inquiry apprba hes bile having

more,potentialOkstressing'personal and other societ 1 ncerns, have

also failed to provide a balance between the citizen.,x le, nd otherisocial roles. The former approach. was more'concerned.,ph,co ve ingithe

"1/4
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StLcture of the disciplines than with helping students ielate.and app14,

this" knowledge in thp_real social world. Most tan.i.festations of the

Laceer-itpproach tried to teach a generid process of scientific inquiry

to deal with societal issues with=little regard for, students' develpp-

mensal abiliti5Ps and needs. These two approaches have dernstrated

ability to attract-the interest of.assmell minority,of able,(college-
. A-

oriepted students. 'The social roles'..approach, on the other hand, pro-

vides a focus that directly relates to most, stuci-ents' liVes now*and in

the future. It, therefore,-is more likely to stimulate broad

<1,
intereaptivation:and involvement in. social studies.

hike this Ipptilesis hasnot been tested empirically, one study

which n:1 relate t this idea is 'supportive. .A study of 772_, high school
.

stOdent

'studen s pereptionpliif the relationship of social studies, to wok,

family; and%commugit4c<lailuded diet:

their subject matter to future personal development, (social studies)
* 41t.

teachers could increase the li 'hood thaf student's would consper the
."

ubject important, and upuldleorkilharder to learn it" (Farman, Natriello;

ndlOrnbusch 19"/ 01....a8Pr.
.....,i

-
\

,

-

.
The t>ial-roles focus can helPTitndents see the value pf oacial

\

studies. (tan. it also lead t9 lncreased.learning-of importantocial
1 e"'

studies knowledge and skilXs? A

-7---re potential .to do that'than

"By developing the linkages'of

/ roles provide

most important

no easy way 'to

case can be madefdr social roles haliing
c

er approaches. First,'the

a fratewprk for as ing:

for,living'inthe -ocal warld? While there aViously\is

answer this questiyon, it is pro ably more pertinent than,

What knowledge and 0A.114 are

asking: What concepts and methodologies are, most important to generate',

social science knowledge? gat skills are deeded to apply a general' :

..e.

process /of inqw or decision, making? or, WhAt are the facts about U.S,
'0

41,
history 4at all tudentsshould know? If helping*studenes become effec=.

tiTexp'erticipan s din the social world is the ultimate goal of social

gild/les, the So ial-roles foEus might lead to a clarification'of knpwl-

edie 'and ski that are more directly related to, that goal an not'
5e

7,ntirely di ferent:_from the lipoid
\

,
,

// Secon , social roles is pot
7/ .

/ //student learning' because it has

t
student/interest and motivation.

.

edge and skills nowbeingitaught.
4

e-I0eiy.than Other approaches to improve

.greater potential eLr stimulating.

A recent meta - analysis of educational
,7 .

\'
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research has dembnstrateda consistent and positive relationship between

student motivation and attitudes and "student learning (Walberg, Schiller,

andr4aertel 1979). Common sense also suggests that students'learn more

.when thky are interested and involved in a. subject and When they believe

it is important and,usdful to them. Since,the social-roles'focus holds

'strong promise for increasing students' Positive feelings toward social

Studies, it has real potential for improving student learning.

Third, a social-roles framework...has great potential for using knoW1-
.

edge aboutostudent cogniti e
,,

,, moral, d social development that has
',.-- -

been gained in the past' decade or two. Unlikaapiroaches 5.hat focus on
.

one aspect of social studie (such as influencing public policy,,, learn-,,ihg basit facts and generalizationgof, a disciPline, or being a resPon-

sible citizen), the social-roles approach with its balanced emphasis on

personal, interpersonal, and Societal:issues will lend itself readily to.
?

,
,

r
;

integrating the implications 1,f-this important research.

L-A-final point needs to-be'clarified oncerning, the relationship
.

etween the social-roles orientation and student_ndeds and interest. A
\ . b.

.

. social -roles approach does not imply a total-focus on student interest.

High student interest,is a necessary but not sufficient condition for

good social studies.. During-the late si)aieS and early seventies;_some
N

social studies teachers made the interests of Students the_pritary:focus

of their eac ng, thus ne ecting other important aspects 'of a social

studies program; Some structure, such is that'of the social roles,is

needed to provide a,,stable fOPms within which

considered.. Without, subhia focus, an:approach

concerns can b difficult to plan: can lead to

student,concerns can be

based solely on student

much repetition, and can

reinforce students' Self-centeredness. The.roles structure, on the other

hand, can encourage students to see theconnections-among inpivtdual

persons, groups of, people, and social institutions. The roles foCtis can

thus help students 'move beyond their egocentric orientations.'
4

Tdichin Pratt ces

The centra prOlem related to instruction that ProjeCt SPAN has..,

identified is tliat most t achers do n6t use a variety of instructional

practices in social- studie despite the fact that most educators, believe

that this should:be done. Previous reform efforts have failed to change

O
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this situation, for% a number of reasons. The inquiry' moxement of the

1960s tried to push one instructional strate , whic most teaoherS

?And difficult to implement and_froM which many students found it dif-

ficult to learn. Approaches that stressed primarily community-based

activities encountered similar barriers, plus additional ones related to

efforts-to arrange for considerable out-of-school learning. A social

roles focus, on the other hand, does not rely on any single instruc-

tional strategy. Indeed, a variety of practices will be needed to reach

the varied goals related to education for ,cItizens, family members,

'consutitts, workers, and so on.
, .

A recent study indicates that'secial studies teachers support inte-

grative approaches and materials that relate knowledge to.their students'

lives (Fontana 1980, pp. 70-73). .The social-roles approach places a

major emphasis onithis tactor, an additional advantage that many other

reform efforts have not had.

Curriculum

The major problem with the, social studies curriculum today, as

identified by Project SPAN, is that it is not organized around or focdsed

on personal and societal goals that help Students beedte effective part'

ticipants in the social-world. The social=roles focus, is,designed to

alleviate this probltt tmphasizing the wide range of roles in which

people engacie----fYom mainly personal one such as friend and family member

to societal ones such as consumer and citizen. The social roles frame-.

work, moreover, provides an excellent way to integrate the many diverse

topic areas, such as legal education, multicultural studies, consumer

education, and career education. The roles also provide an understand-

able framework for idiegrating knowledge from history and the social

science disciplines and for explicating the major knowledge, skill,

value,: and participation goals of social studies, as illuiiiated in

FigureS,2 and 3.---

The four types of goals listed in Figure 2 can be considered in

relation to the social roles. 'the follbwing questions, for exampleo can

be.asked when planning a social studies prqgram: What knowledge and

skills are most useful fortelpirik students understand and function in'

f
their roles as members of the:family? What values and participation

9

goals are particularly relevani.to the consumer and workei roles?

.18
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Figure 2 ,

SOCIAL STUDIES GOALS AND SOCIAL ROLES

SOCIAL ROLES

CITIZEN WORKER CONSUMER FAMILY FR1Et GROUPS SELF

L._

KNOWLEDGE

Facts

Concepts

Generalizations

Theories

SKILLS

Critical ,Thinking
.

Comamnication
ti

Creative Thinking

Decision Making

ObservatiOn

Interpersonal/
Group Proceis

VALUING

Analysis/
.Clarificotion

' Moral .Reasoning

Modeling

PARTICIPATION

Study of Sociii I

Problems

Social Action/
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4

P .4 Similar questions t
.

can be asked in r la ion t the social science

disciplines and special topics liSted in\i loge . qua ti
1411W

related to the disciplines are: What knowledg fom sociology and

psychology is especially important to \h p studentSi understand family

What knowledge fro economic .

most useful ;inroles and friendship?

relation to the worker and consumer roles? Whit pol tical Science con-

cepts and generalizations are most vital to helping students become

better citizens ?' The focus can also be turned around to question tradi-

,tiOnal elements of social studies pr grams: To what rol or roles do

American history courses most Contr bute? World

'Psychology and sociology co urses?
,

The sme kinds of questions ca be asked of the

'topics such as legal education, envi onmentaledUcati

ulticulturaledueation; cons mer education,

women's studies, and future studies Most advocate

hi

topics push for their inclusion-in all courses. T

ry courses?

arious special

, global educa-

er education,

these special

for example,

proponents of global perspectilies ay it should be stre sed in 41_

coursesTU,S. history, world histo

cult\U al proponents Want the same hing, as do the bthers.

cannot do everything,in every cou

a force zain goals than other. T e roles can help social 'studies educe-
\

tors ke these curriculum decis ons.

he 'toles,- then"have stro g potential for developing a.comprehen-

sive social studies curriculum based on persdnal and societal issues.

More ver, the roles pr;ovide a ukriculum focus that-can integrate three

pre ioutly competing perspect ves of social studies--subject,learner,.

an society. Most approaches to social studies in the pagt have stressed

on of these p&rspectives at the expense of the other -4 Schneider

etc. Multi-

But teachers

se. Some topics e m r appropriate

QT.

d fined this problem as "the/general lack of coherent,,, emetic cur-

icula that gave.bala ced at ehtion to the social sciences, -to th needs%
(. `----

0 interests of pupil 4 an to significant issues and trends" (Schneider_ -

1180, p'. 30). The social oi.eside_a focus for social studies ..at- _

can provide a balanced app oach.to these' three important factors. Actual
. .

iMplementifion of the cur ic m approach described here 4,-4 school,
.

diStrict,sor state Wig, of -courst,.depend upon many other factors,.

including the availabili y ofllaterials, the ability to demonstrate tha
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the intellectual integrity of the disciplines can, be maintained, and the

ability to convince the public that-such a currigulumiis needed and will

not Sacrifice important basics. The potential?for\crossing these bar-.

:iiers with the social -roles focus has great promise.

II Inn.

Profession

The SPAN problems and desired states related to the social studies

profession point to several areas that need improving. A social-roles
)4 -

focus is consistent with the directions( suggested for these areas and

may be a better way to achieve some of those desi ed_states than'exist-

.

ing approaches to social studies.

bne of the piii:Tary needs identified by Proj ct SPAN for impr ving

the prgfession is'to,develop a greatei sense of unity of purpose and

direction for social studies' ,that can point the way toward increasing

'students' learning And valuing of social studiciS. One can argue hat
I

there already exists substantial agreement abouft the central purpos of

social studies. At the classroom level, most teachers' behavior and

instruction reflects the lotion that learning the facts and.generalize-'

tions of history, geograp

purpose of social studies

much potential for incre

studies knowledge. Indee

to social studies. Ther

desirable ane for social

.07

y, and some other social sciences is the key

This purpose has not, 'however, demonstrated

sing Students' learning of important social

, it seems to have

fore, this purpose

studiels educators t

At a very general evel, t

/
the profession that cit zenshi

studies. There is, however, e

what "citizenship education" m

should take. Even ± social s

issuesi we have alre dy discussed why we

limited a focus for ocial studies in the

The clearest e idence Of tht lack of

in the profession, however, exists at

Morrissett and Ha sdiscuss t e various

social studies any. the differe ne classi

them that have b en posited in,the as

ere is also

education is

tensive.disa

elped to tvp students off

does not appear, to be a

rally around in the 1980,

onsiderable agreement within

the main purpose of social

eement and conflict over.

ans and wha directions that education

udies educ tors cod, agree on these

eJieve " "citizenship" is too

980s and beyond:,

7 1

unity of Or-pose and direct"

e more theoretical .

approaches and rationales for

ication systems used to describe

More often than neTt-r---
i

20 years.
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. Y
these approa es (e.g,. ,-reflective inquiry,

I

citizenship transmission, and student-,center

\ alternative directions for social studies (M

- The critical need now is to''aevelo approach'

synthesize the best 'el ents of each'of'thes
. \

poin toward helping stunts s understand an

soci 1 lives. .:

The social-/ eroles focus is one such appr

-foe s can proVide a comprehensive and int

soc al studies curriculum has been describ

the roles focus has considerable potential

an direction for the profession. The rol

le rning experiences and fbr teaching
0

help'students understand and act

w ich they engage is the social world

cial science diSciplineS;_

) have been considered as

rrissett and Haas 1982).

sto Social studies that

various perspectives and
Nt

ct effectively in\lfheir,

acb. The way in whi h this
%-

at ve framewprk for the

ve. In\a,similar.way,

or providing a sense of unity

s focu calls for providing

know edge, skills, and values that

eff ctively in the major roles in.

his will require students to

earn facts, concepts, ana generalizatio s from histo y and the social
.

science disciplines; ft will involve dev loping refle tive.thinking and

rational decision-making skills; and it i11 include developing some

basic values and discussing value issues. But inst'ad of doing these,

things without a clear pur ose,and insteadof compet ng for attention,
.,

joroppnents of these approa hes ,can see where and how each,of their views

iiis into they overall pur ose of :social studies. The roles; there ore,

direan be, an effective way to provide a gredtpr sense of unity and
i

on to the profession. . , -

Another major problem i the social studIes.profeieion,identified
'',

;---r , -1
by' Project SPAN is the low 1 vel of.constructive.inter4tion amoing the

--various members of the ,profe sidn. Many 'different, things need Ito be

done to improvethis situati n, as dicated by,the SP 'rep9tt . ' The
\

social-roles focus is consistent with recommendation, ,M reover,
.

\

effotts to establish a-socia -roles d -12 basis ,pan =ncourage
\ e

1 interiction'among elementary junior-nigh, a d enior-high Social studies

teaches. , This would, of cdurse, be true fo any atteMpt ..0' rovide a

K-12 fecuS for', social,9tudi6, but the ro es, perhaps or_ t an other
.

.-

approaches tO,social studie , can alSo provide a strong basis or.foster-

,ing,dommunication between social studies educ

area teachers. As,indica0

tors and othe bject

ed in previous discussions of the oles, ub-

I
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1

jects like language arts, science, math, and guidance also have,impor

tant contributions to make toward the education of citizens,. consumer:

workers, friends,,and so' on. Defining social studies'as the social

sciences simplified for pedagogical purposes or as citizenship educe

'tion, on the other hand, does not encourage interaction with other su _

ject'areNs.
1

A third appect.of the problem of the social studies profession tha

Project SPAN has deTined is the slack of meaningful professional growth

opportunities for social studies teachers. The SPAN desired states and

recommendations point toward better preservice and inservice training

for social studies teachers and more effective staff development and

teacher renewal activities; A social-roles focus willnotautomatically

achieve these impoitant reforms 'ut is consistent with such efforts:

Moreover, it. can provide-the rationale and framework-for those efforts. \

4

Many teachers will need help in order to impletdent a social-roles

approach.' Tbis,can be provided, for example, by practical workshops

designed to demonstrate how new activities can be taught in U.S. history

in c der to emphasUe the various social roles. If teachers wait to
0

focus, n social roles, these'kinds of inservice prog ams will be useful

and meaningful to' them. .1t is not likely that all'-social studies
ti

teachers want\to participate in such activities, and it is probably

unwise to y to force the teaching of social roles. The experiences of

'the federall

see that new

funded curriculum projects emphasizes that unless teaohers

aterials or instructional practices will satisfy-their

needs, there is little chance of change.

-Tile final im ortant problem-of the pfofession idelitified by P;:oject

SPAN is the relati ely.lsow level of satisfaction among social studies

teachers. -Increasin the level" of teacher satisidction-will not be easy

.and will require a range .of activities,,such as those dismissed in

the SPAN recommendation .' Social roles is certainly no panacea for this---

problem. The roles, how ver, ean'contribute to 1"..ts alleviation by pro-

viding teachers with a com rehensiVe and Understandable statement of the

central, purpOse-of soc4ai s and by.providini a framework whereby
s

teaciars ae all levels and varying perspectives can contribdte to

.

achieving -this spurpos.1 Moreover, some teacher dissatisfaction it

/telated to stuientneg
1
tive fe kings toward social studies. Since ,the.,

.
,

.
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toles havesa strong potential for improving studedt involvement and

interest in social studieq,'thi approach may'help to improve teachers'
5

feelings toward their profession.

This connection between teach and student satisfaction points to

another aspect-of this prbblem. 8oc al studies teachers (and studnts)

need'to feel that they are doing something thatis special and important.
N

.
.

--Currently, neither group seems to have 'that feeling. Various factors
_ - \

a4 responsible for this,situation. One powerful factor is the empbaSis

on basics--defined by most educators and most of the Public as reading,

lwriting; and math: This emphasis especially affectssocial studies'

teaching at the elementary levels, Where those pribrities are -obvious in
.

the amount of time spent,pn instruction and in the expressed concerns of
. .

parents. It is al o true, however, at the seconda'ry level, particularly

in districts withd dining enrollments And shrinking budgets. Many
. ,. . _ .0 t,gecondary social stud s; teachers have responded by trying to define

.. .

social studies as citizenship eduCation and iq'trying to elevate citizen-

ship as anothbr),a
1

Others have argued that' cial studies is- impor-

tant bdcause students need sOulething-to read-,and,write about. ,These

--efforts to raise the, importance of social studies, however, seem to be

,- the result of d fensiveness and political expediency. 'Ille importanCe of

social studieb an and should be established on the basiof its inherent
1

"value in helpin people understand and act in the social world. ,The
7 k i `

sdial-roles,fo us *emphasizes , this point and oan establish a4pre stable

/ baths for the.l.martance of'social studies. It can, therefore, be a

significant fac oy in indreising socill studiesteachers' feelings of
t ,

(
worth 0,..i -d sat faction with the profession. '

1 a 1,l). .Culture of'the School
. :..2,..., .

'.

A major prOblet which inhibited most Ofl the social studies reform
0

,

efforts itr-the past two decades was ignorance of-the .dominant school
;t ..

l_

.

fure (Anderson 1982).
_ The social-roles framework takes into account

/this very powerful influence. The roles`, in fact, are more consistent

. wit co plex cultUre of schools and the place of schools in today's

societ tha .some other approac es% Social studies programs foCusing on
4,activepar dipatory democracy rfor example, have always encountered

difficulty
.

difficult because_ schools are boebased and run on democratic Princfr'
.a

25 Ar
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ples. Cur cula that place great emphasis on schools-as laboratories

for de gracy and on democracy as, the prevailing practice in U.S.- society

nrealistic. Authority, control, and socialization are important

kactora_in the_schOol, marketplace,. workplace, and home. The'social

roles provide a framework that recognizes an uses the fact that schools

and society have complex cultures, often with c nflicting value orienta-
l_

tions. Within this framework, attempts to' foste participatOry dembc-

racy have a place, as does recognition ot the need, foster, responSt7

bility and respect for authority in the hOme and workpl e.
.'\

_Most schools will prObably_nelier be laboiatories fo democracy:. \
- -

Some aspects of schools,may be ,appropriateffor learning about democraCyf

while other aspects may more appropriately be.settings to prepa e stu-
.

dents,for their rples.as workers, consumers, and friends. Thus, he

roles framework, instead of clashing with the school culture, can b

used to enhance sodial studies learning: In'addition, the °soci,al roles

provide areason 6r modifying some negative aspects of the Cool cul-

ture
.

such,as the nearly'total isolation of social studies teachers from'

I

other teachers.

The Rroblems related to thp'eultue of the-School in U.S. society

will not be solved by -any one approach to social studies. The social-

roles. approach, however, is more SensitiY4'te.this factor than ptevious

social studies" approaches.
_

-Public Awareness
. 4

The sixth problem identified by Projec SPAN points to the need for

O

o,, Se

a .,$. A 1 ..
* ' a

'I.'

more public awarenesswof, support for, and .invO,Ivement in s ial studi4s --.

-,..

.in the 1980s. This will notbe easil y attained. As stated arlier,'

some-educators have.- tried -to at act public.supporeby emphasizig social
t

..-
\.

.studies as education for responsible citizenship or as content for the
---...._ , ,

,
.

basic skills. Others, have returned to the "basics ofsocialptudies"--. .

-_,

history, governpent, and geography. These routes undoubtedly would pro-

, vide the least' resistance to obtainingigespread public support in the
-.. -1k . ,....

, short run. However,. they also'c.tals.e social studies amay .tvoni-'it7s most

f

-_-

compelling and inherently valuable purpose -to help studentsiunderstanAK

and act. effectively in the *Social world: We believe4hat longer., more

o

=----,,_

difficult routes to gaining public support and involvement for thitekind,t

,_)
. /

i

of *social,stUdies will be worth Tie 'effort,

s
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The adult public, accor'ding toa recent Galluppoll, shares stu
..\

dents' belief that theirsocial studies classes are not very useful and

relevant to their lives (Gallup 1978). Paradoxically, they still Tate4
U.S. history and government as essential subjects (Gallup 1979); Both

views, however, are pfobably tied to the realities they experienced as

students - -those coUrsee were. required for them and they'were not very

relevant for them. Personal and societal relevancy/ is- one important

aspect of 'the socialroles approach. If social studies educatars-Can
/demonstrate -this to the public, a major step towardipublic understanding

and support will be achieved.

hus, efforts to educate Oe,public must accotpany efforts'to gain

involvement and support.- The.social roles have al important advantage,

over other social studies reform approaches in thse efforts. The roles

can be explained in simple, understandable terms -- citizen, consumer,
1

worker, friend, parent, child, and so on--to whic'A the public can relate

Previous reform 'approaches had to overcome ja'tgonistic terms such as
0

"interdisciplinary social science concepts" -and " eflective. inquiry

processes" when communicating-with laypeopl. Thi advantage will not

guarantee support, but it will help maXimiie clea communication and

minitIg professional intimidation.

It is also important to recognize that the public (despit.e our use

of this term) is not a monolithic, homogeneOus group. TheTuyaic teal*

consists of 'many different groups of.a4plteTtho are. very

backgrounds, experiences, and values. While public opinion polls reveal

some majority opinions, they also reveal many differences. A recent

GallUp poll, fox instance; indicates that-"the public" is,roughly split

in half over whether high schools should offer fewer courses or a wider

variety of courses ,(Gallup 19-79).

exist, some segments of the public may be very receptive to the social
.

roles.focus.. Some of this support would probably come from people who

If more differences such as this,

.m4

have liberal views on educatiori. The roles focus', however, also has*
I VI.

.

'41; some potential for appealing to people with conservative views. Those

Who believe that productive work and a strong family are'the bedrocks of

_Ameridah society, for example, may respond to the emphasis placed'on the .

worker and familymember roles.

f,
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(Similar CdrriculuOrientations

The social-4oles focus is of an entirely; idea. in

le this specific conception i somAwhat different from

tio s, it is related tp the long adition of educational
21

that stress education for learning how to live in sdpiet
,

merely learning a 6ody of knowledge for its on sake.

The theme of social roles is similar to that of

ardinal principles," which also reflected,a.more utili

o education. Those principles included .45thy'bome m
.

sure

I /

/

I

urrignium.

other' f/ormu a-

efo f 'rts

ra' er han

"seven

rientati9n

voca-
P'

tizenship, worthy use---of_le- ure, and ethic acter--

p inaples irectly related to several of our social

The socia

adjustment educatio,movement of .the late 194n a

movement also 'stemMed'from a desire to develop' edu

more directily met the needs,of youth and of. socie

conngtation of the title, advocates, of this appr

merely "adjustment to existing conditions," but

-creative achievements" nd "learning to make wis

'Tanner 1975, p. 339). heir focus, like that e

conformity but reality.

One proposaLoffered tO'implement the iif

curriculum based on "perVistent e situatio

-Toles focus is also §imilar to the

ti

1947). This idea emphasized fueusin

superficial interests) of ch?ldren in

broadening insights and deepening generaliz

significance to them" (Tanner and Tanner 19

in

but no preplanned."Curriculum'Was offered.

and differences etween thi id and .so

g n the

or

justme

ailed "life-'

y 1950s. Thip

al programs that

Contirary to the

di/d !not stress

size li"acti and

oils? (Tanne

ial 1!s, w

(Strat

ediate

to "develb

.ti ns abou

5,1 p. 340)

recurri g situations were suggested rela ion to deve

of childreir,

similarities

similarities

and

s not'

t goal was a,

meyer et al.
,v.

:oncerns

r

V

'

1

are sOme

ial roles.

include a., t for the needs glif youth that goes bey n
or.

that

superficial interests, a desire for the curriculum to e more relate o
.---

. --

real life;-and,an awareness of the .importance of rel ting learning to

dei/elopmental stages. There, are, however, several ke differences.

404'life situations" idea is clearly chi - centered, wh e our, social-ro

foctd.reflectsmore of a synthesis of child- and soc ty-centered

t.
28
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orientations. The social°

readily to a preplanned

the needsof particular

and her associates,

oles

/

4

focu ,i in addition, 'lends itself more

r,

rriculum hat still allows for adaptation to

teachers d groups of studentd. Stratemeyer

the other and, stressed*"that theo,intrinsic

motivationiprovided y specific c cerns-of individuals and groups will,

in the loll run, r sult in a'mor= effective selection of learninis than

will'any pj d structure" ( anner and Tanner 1975, p. 341).
/ .

.)
The social oles idea, is,c nsistent with and similar.to other, more

ecent proa es that stress ifecoping skills, survival skills, and

broad cpncep ions of "basic s ills. "' NAEPrfor example, has identified

kills objectives related to the social-

rlskills, career and occupational skill

terpersonal Skills, citizen'shtgOki/ls, an

1975). 'Similar skills have been used by

(1980) in proposing 'living skills as acore curriculum component."
0

tate of Georg adopt -d a set of "contemporary We role skills" as

Hof thq*high school riduation 'requirements, in that 'state (High
4

1 Graduation Re Uirements 0760: These approaches, towever--,--empha,

evra Ica

.1

healthm

'buftv

The.

Pa

'5

egories of basic

ese iUclude,consum

intenance skills,

lanning skills (NA

d

discret,;skills; while the Socialroles focus also places importance

7 on krwledge and values. /
I

,
.! .1.

. ,

.

IThe idea that perhaps is most closely related to-our socW. roles

conoeption the "lifelong roles" proposed bY.Joyce and Allem&Brooks ,

as a. new ocus for elementary' social studies (Joyce and AllemanBrooksr'

1979f ur socialLgoles focus was developed and elaborated independent]y
1 Ar I.f the ligelong roles approach and-with no prior knowledge of.it.\ +, There

rel several obvious. similarities. The five "lifelong" 'roles i=
r

iizenship, family membership, occupation, avocation, and personai/
s

fficacy--are somewhathat patallel to the cit ; family member, workr3

oisVmet, andse l

.

roles: Both approaches dvocate that'the primary
o

rpose of social studies, should be to help s udents become kn qledge

rooksble, effective, and aOtie in t ese roles (Joyde,And Alleman
.

979, p.

artit ipaidon.

fie Social ro

3 ,

, 4
Both approaches intlude knowledge, skills,*values and

goals., One major dffference betwe4the two ideas....i that

les also -includek-tw 1' additional roles--Member of 'do i4,

rbups and friend. The consumer ole in oar conception also incl des

1ore than avocation. These topis are dealt with.by Joyce and Alle an
,

29
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. ,
.

,

Brooks by identifying ten Potganizing thenieg" that include consumerism,
A

ecology, energy, interculturaTirelationshuman equality,and morality

(Joyce and AllenTanBrooks 1979, p. 7), these themes' to be with i
.

the lifelong roles. A final difference between thectwo proposals, is
A

.,,

/that the lifelong roles are suggested onlyfor eAnkentary social studies,

while we are recommending that social roles be a unifying fqtus-for K-12

socialostudies. These diffarencesaside, the two approaches share a

common vision of abetter soia1 studies curriculum for the 1980s.

e

Some 'Questions and' Answers About Social Roles

__,11
Some of the question-stliat-mi-ght,--he-rbisee,about tie focus on social

- , ---,I
toles suggested here, and,possible answers to thesd'qUestions, are disc

- k

cussed below.,

Would adoption of ()Cial roles as anorganizin focus mean virtual

abandonment of the present social studies curriculum. No mtiph of the
,

present content could be kept. Many existing courses'', cbrrent'actxvi-
. ,

1 '
kg ties, and

.
available Materials' contain valuable'element for teaching

social roles. historical perdrpectilies and concepts, for, example, are.,

valuable sources of knowledge to hel(people,understand a d fUnctidn

..te

tell as citizens; consumers; and family member;; and'sO on incur
.

7

.

lapidly changing society.x . 2,,

Would ado tion of social roles as 'a 'focus of social stud s tele- ..

gate citigenship to a minor role -in-the curriculum? No; citiz nship

oulch and probably should, remain the single most important' rol in' ,

A

-46 cial studies: Citizenship would, however,.gile way to greater
..

is on the Other toles. Theshift in emphasis might, be illustrated as

n Figuie 4. (Tpe/"current.emphsis" in Figure 4 reprsents the rheto is
/

2 f sql.al Studies.rathet than the realiti, While citizenship is widel
,--- ,-,

, asthe only, or dqminani goal'of -social studies, the realityoclaimedi,,
. .

1
,

s that mtich of social studies is unrelaeed to citizenship or to any

t discernible.goal. Social.roles-can'furnish a focus that 'is now
, -- I . .

,
.

ssing in much of social studies teaching.)
.

.

'
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BEST COPY Map*
Figure t4

stiGGESTAilocHANGE N EMPHASIS
c:

ON VARIOUS .SOCIAL'gOLES.

Current Emphasis

;

O

0

--Vesirect Fmphasis

In a curriculum-bised on social roles, is there an' lace for

_toiriCileced on social ;concerns which hive come into ricultt

s tbd lea-, 'women ''studies,- future
, . =

studies, and global- issues? 'Yes;, social-roles can provide a useful

fratework for selecting .and' organizing subject matter.related to these
. ,.

...:-;

Concerns. Studying families of -different ethYlic groups or in different

Cultures, for example, will not only enhance mUltiCultural awareness but

'w1.4-help students place their own family roles and membership in3ethnic
. .:\

..,groups'in perspective. Focustrigon the PoSSible roles of consumers and
.

* 0i4orkers in the 2Ist century can. add' additional relevance to
_i ,---:-

future - studies' programs. .
..---.. -;

. .

:

poesn't a focus on_social roles imply that students are to(be

indoctrinated into passive acceptance of the roles assigned to tht by
.

.society? 'No; using the roles as a focus and organizer for social
r .

.._...-

'studies instruction does.not necessarily imply indoctrination. Like any,

pther.kocus,' the roleS provide-a setting within whichsiudents.can and

should ileal.with.the interplay ,between Individual goals and societal
,k-

sod. .ikinteninae.and social--'change, and self- actualization end-

"""

1,



1

socialization.. Most of these social

the past 20 years; morp changes i

. students for these an' other ewer

more than instilling, set of pr

Doesn' t' a social roles em 'h

endeavo'r--a- -11.1icke ouse"' t

or focus,

courses such

Enhance your

The examples

would b

as "Yo r

Self-CD,

given in

.1

roles ve changed dramatically in

futur are inevitable. Preparing

ing roles the future will mean much

per prms ad behaviors.

sis u est low level of intellectual

e of cu iculu ? Aswith any other goal_

easy to- educe social roles to trivialityWith

n Historr .and "One. Hundred Ways toFriends

ept Throu h G raphy. This need not happen.

the preced. n pages sh uld indicate that,it is

possible to focus on .social *oles while m ntaining the intellectual

`integrity of history and the social Scien es. °

;, 0, .

Dbeset art emphasis on soCialroles in social studies imply that

social studies will bear sole responsibility for developing.informed,

competent, and,compitted citizens, workers, consu ers; and so pn? No;

%,
d'ther'subject areas and aspects of school life halt important contrib4-

tipns-to thpse-rolea. ScienCe teachera, for exampr share at least an

equal zpaponsibility with - social studies teachers for helping students

become wiseiconsumers of energy and other environmen 1 resources:

Beyond the school, other social institutions (e.g., fami y,

less,.and church) have a powerful influence in social-role
j.

A,young persPn's own family, for instance,. has an enormous

'Rind of parqntor apousehe. or she will be. Social studies

media, busi-

development. -

pact on the

oesrhow-

d to the

on.

,'ever, have A valuable contribution to make to education relat
''

.social.roleWithin the school, probably the, greatest ,contribu

4

32.
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USING SOCIALIOLES TO ORGANIZE K-12/SOCIAL S

al- Roles and Curriculum Or anization/

The s en social roles defined in the

cations for all aspects of social

fiction is on the possible.implicatio s of -social roles for

a K-12 social studies cursiculum.

t ant im

ins

or anizing

receding section have import\
' .

udie' education. Our focus \
' . \

Curricu um

reasons:, Firs

that a Sitandard

19/8, pp. 44=664

p. 24). this curr

place not only by

programs, presery

organization has been chosen'as a focus for several

, it is clear from the Na4ona/S/Cience FoqdatiOndata
,1

urriculum pattern prevail throughout the Country (Weiss

ley 1977, pp. 37-39;' Shaver, Davis, and pelburn.979,

'tlum has been, in wide use since the 120s, held.in

to laws and dist'tict mafidates but also by textbook

t acher preparation, and tradition. Although this

s been Challenged'from time to time, few' chal-

r.t.impact.,(Schneider 1980; Joyce and Aileman-

organizational scheme h

lenges have had signific
/s.

Brooks 1479).

There is treason to beleve tha rthe .2j-evening g.-12 organizational

scheme'contrib tes to problems Assoc ated w tudent learning and

fact tha students in j nior high school

ward soci41.Studies than their elementary-:

) may b rt to the abrupt shift

child centered cu iculum offered ,at

structured ge graphy and history

attitudes. For example, the

'have less- osiive'attitudes t

school coun -rparts (Wright 198

from the mtr intersciplifiary

level to the disc

L

the eleMenta Y,

courses taught i junick

of historical survey ore And p a
z

may contribute to students,/ percep

irrelevant and uninteresti4 (Stake

Course structures that emphasize the

the eavy concentration

c geography-in st K-12 curricula

ions of social 's udies as being

and Easley, 1978, pp. 13: 26-31).

resentation of factual information

may help account for the finding that econdary itudefi s develop facilitj,
ei

*Vecalling low-level famtS but'relat valyNless fact ity-in applying

knOwledgeto solving problems (NAEP 1978, pp. 8-9).

Similarly, the piedominant curricul m pattern-may contribute to the

relatively high lgvel of dissatisfaction expressed,by social studies

teachers in 'comparison to teachers in other disciplines (Wright.1979).
-

-33 .43



One source of teacher dissatisfaction is lack of certainty aboUt the

ultimate aims Jot social studies education--an
$/

heightened byre K-12 Organizational scheme in which
*

UrXiCtliUM bearS'attierreSeMbianCe to or continuity

curriculum, in, which

little variation of goals

:taught dia.sequence that

a ntereats.

herefo e, a

uncertainty tyat-a-dems

e 'e lemen talry

ith/the secondary

history is repeated t

or approaches,

seems unrelated to

tee or( more times

and ip which gVect matte
/

students' needs, abili

fotu's On curriculum organi atio4 may provide a k

social studies improvement on both a Lica). and nationalbasis,- Whi

.making changes in content will not automa icall improve instructio

practices or student learning, we belieV that most teachers re mo
0

interested in "what to teach atmy grad level" than in rallonaleg

instructional theories. Changing what / is taught may help initiat

instructional changes that could lead /to improved student learning

attitudes and increased teacher atis action.;

This paper:deals.only with to .1 content, The following secti
--

focus on general±zatidns related to social, roles, but a framewor

ith

.skills and values related' to the

Moreover, the eOrganizatiOnal sch

the

al

is

es,

to

e

al

e

ns-s,

Of

roles has not yet been aevelo ed.

ugg sted inn this and the follow ng

mew rieof what to teach at var ous

toP cs toy, plaCe.at which grate

sections will provide only 'a broad

grade,

'levels

levels. The specifics

need to be developed

sumparles on student

and Martorella (1979)

which needs tO

-riculum Prescriptions,. see

scope of tile\SPAM, proj

developers.,

e exe

o which

wit h

ev lopmen

cmrriculum re

social-role focus can 'e h

ca eful-a tention.to recent resea

those done by Torney

iscilion of the .ca

such as

or a provocatiVe

in applying de

haver 1979:)

must awalect

ch

80)

/tiion

pmen\tal research to cur -

uclti work is not w' thin the

thle efforts

y
/'. .

nation plan s ggesed I low/ shows how a

1pful in ng what t it ach and how Ito

I

.
f

arrange courie e ntent'--, It'is.intende be illust ative and repre- t,
. ..

.

'0

sents one dasible reorganization bape/ d on ocial rol s. It is presentear

as a r er "pure" 4pl.icat 'on of sotial roles;,the reader is invited,toV
. . .

.

consideF modifications" or partial uses.

of // future

/



Social Roles in the K-6 Curriculum

Since, the 1920s, the

4studies curriculum organiz

expanding environments concept of K-6 social

tio has made geographic placer the central

.organizer at each grade 1 vel--for example, home/family in grade 1,

school in grade 2, and cotiu sunity in grade 3. Were social rolep(usesi to

organize the elementary cu rriculue, "place/would be removed' as the ,

central organizer and soci

weuldbe taught each year

would-learn cert

tertain skills f

elated to the

e, but th

topi $, present n= or

more - complex value i

*he matrix in Figu

1 ro/les iould-betnbsiituted. All seven roles

in a re sated, spiral segue ce.

in kinds of kao ledge'ab the

nd consider values and-ievant toithe rples,

riles. In e

second-grade.cUiri

ore - sophisticated

In grade 1

seven roles,

2, students would again con-

ulut would cover 'different

kills, aneconsider new or

.,
..

.

e provides exa les.of-tbpics arranged by

social r les in'a K-6 c rricu um. Ry reading down each column, the

variety /of t9pies,from g de to grade tan be seen. NOt'e that within the
1

broad amework of thes ial rolei, many. other topics could be selected.

develnping topiti or each role\ consideration needs_ to b.; given
'C

to a least three importan' perspectives':' time dimensions; multiethnic/

multicultural comparisons;;

pdints.

From the'primary grades

,'that topics have historical, resent, and future dimensions.. Although

d local, state, national, and global view-

n, students, should. be helped to understand°

students may not develop an
1
4c u

in their schooling, they s4uld

apprec ative'of the differdnces

present,-and future:

rate sense of chronology until much later

leave'their elementary years aware and

aid simillarties between the past,

Students als6.need to n ers and and Ppreciate t e multiet}n is
multicultural nature Of_our sotiet and world. This perspective c

encouraged in a social -role organiz tion! 4 elementary social studi

examining topics multiethnically an multiculturally, For example,
/ -

considering the worker role at any g ade level, likenesses and dif
- . . .

enceabetween the work and workeii-Of

canbe

1.4rious ethnic and cultural g

n be

s by

%1?erl

ex

oups



Fibre 5

AMPLE'TOPICS FOR SOCIAL STUDIES

ti

CITIZEN/ 'WORM CON, ER ," FAH

Mutt Is
Roles

Respon.ibilitien
Rulen
interne
of memaers

--,

Family Ili

Xneento
Traditi

, Family
on lea

'

. li

hY

Family?,

Anulence

tory
n

no

nfluence
ning

.

ly Re-,

embers as
tlenonrces

int energy

con-
about
WI

MENA--- ...------_.

Need for Friende
Playing with
friends

Working with
filendn- °

Feelings abort
friends

Conflictn Among
Friends

home calling
Exelnnion
.Resolving con-
flirts

'

.

GROUPS....--.........--
Groutm Uumann Form

rinds of groups
ResivnumMailities

to groups
Groin" rnien

Neighborhoods
Effect of enter
environment oh

neighhori s

working tn. therl

on a ne Boar -;

hood IFoject /
Changing neigh
borhoods- /

/

L MP---------__ _
Whet Makes Hi: Son

nisi?
Physics' chstsc-

s, terintirn
hbilitien

'''

Mow i Asta Like

others
Basic nendM
Denic.wanin
Sntisfying
needs and
wantn ,

' 4

....

Rules
.

Authority 4

School rules 1
haws applicable to

children .,/

-^
',-

laws', Wer'er
Respons !titles

a,Rules
Satisf' tion

4

Reletio ship of
Geoqrs y to Work /

now ne ural en-
vim int infin-
ence rk choicest

Vaript of jobs
in q repltic .

Areas
When no ornl

enviro nt

causes orkers
to move

,

1 Advertising in-
ft Pneen nn

elevision cow.'

mercin's ,

Advertisements in
the mail

filing

Natural 11e-

sources: Paper.
From Trees to
Paper

connerving our
mien of paper

Recycling paper

,

2lid

/

3rd

'

,.-

'

Citizen PArticipation.
Protecting Our
Fnviromment

% .
Wise personal use

of resources-
Joining with others

in cleanup
Choosing wine

- . lenders
0

,..----

iovernments .

Citizen of my city
Citizen of my slate
Citizen of my

nation-

--.
Need for Wo Functions of Money

Satisfying per- lifting money to

sonal nee n satisfy needh .

\
.Satisfying eels buying

t,
for goods Saving

Satisfying 04
forprogres and
prolgemsolu one

line of Fa

source.:

Family
human

Connery
al la

Resolving
flicks

(PSOH

---
Making New Friend.'

Finding out about

'2''' a new friend
Tel n new

friend about

yourself
--Spending time__

withfrends)

Ethni Groups
Nntice 0 ethnl

groups
,.

Tmmiqrailon ant

migraXien
an

_cos oem

how I time My Time
Personal interest
Personal reopen-
sibilities

Making choice.:

ao

4th

.

t

a

Rights
Early colonialists
commitment to
rights

Denial of 'rights

Equal. Rights

Amendment

.

Tools of Workrs Services We se:

Tools in early Recreation

societies, liow pub is reeve-

From tools to atio I services

technology beg n f
Effect of technol Pr Ate recrea-

oqy on career t opal services

choices Using leisure time
and services
wisely

, a

Changing Rotes in
family '

uraw_f,Mily roles

hay. changed
ov time

WO Ing parents
Y ur changing

amity respon-
sibilitien

Being a Friend
Helping a friend
LoyaltfA
Being yourself
while being a
friend

Effect of natural
Disasters on Groups

Relationship,of
//groups to natural
environment,

4aroups' resnne
to crises
Interdependence
of groups

Now Myratural En- e

wironment Affects Mel/
Relation tq
living things ,

,How environment
affects my ac-

'tivities
Affect of natur 1
environment o
joh choices

. .

Sth Laws

lbw lawn are made
Howilaws are en-.
forced

Now laws are
changed

Interclependipc, of \roducts We Buy:

Workers ue Jeans

Early workers Levi Strauss

dependence on "invents" leans

... others romcottonfielc

.Trade increases 'store'
.1

interdepencence C.nsumer deci

International ions: bnyi

eanstrade today leans

_

amity Likenesses
apd Differences

hike:let:ties and

differences '''

among classmates'
families.

Families hro ((((( 1

the world

binds of Friends
-: hcguaintnces

Rest friends
Why friandshi
'change

.

Clustering of Groups
Why people form
group.
how g 'ups expand
How r ups change
o° r time .

-

Effects of His ory
on Me

Influence
family hi tory

Influence of
communi yhistory
Influen.- of .

.tion s history

.....,. .,.

6th Natural Environment'
and Political Systems
Geographic
boundaries,

boundaries'
Interdependence
between resoUrces
and politicy .

, ..

Workers to History r future N 1st

Family industries ,Oil
Industrialization Sources o loll

Worker's rights,' Other co tries

,
vPnwpoi t .

Pre ent n future

n s

,

1

Family Nneclv,

Shelter
How natural
vironmentafWts

,.. -shelter

`How financial

...,reconrses
shelter
Family

. history:
ateap_Act

en7

decinion:

affect

decisions
moves in

Hom.....°

--- T.

Influent
I

Friends
Learn n from

file
Rehavi q like
frie

Leadln And

following!,
....

+_. ..---'

embershiprin
oups .

rthmemhership
Optional member-
ship

Fffect of groups
on Members

,

People Admire
Why . admfie--,

oth rs
1dm ring family
an friends

Ad iri f

11.

a

N.,
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c.

O

Finally, it is.iffiportant to help students u derstand how lo.cal,

state, national, and global Considerations influence people's thOughts

and.actions. Recent research suggests that global perspectives can be
\

effectivelytaught even in the primary grades (for exaple, see MitsaIcos

1978). Consideration of a yaridfy of viewpoints.is particularly impor-

tant in studying such current world issues as the oil shortage. .

The/ matrix in Figure 5 shows examples of how all three kinds nf
\

perspectives can be included in a K4 curriculum arranged, hy social
4,- - ,

roles. Further examination of the matrix reveals that the topics sug-.

gdsted are,. for the most part, not new to social studies pro\grams;
\

indeed they emerged frOm our examination of numerous elementary text-
4

.books

primer

second

riea. Only 'the- role_ of friend reflects substantially new \optcs,

ly because that role is
o
seldom considered after the first and

grades in'the current curriculum.0

lthough few of the suggested topics are new, the arrangement Of

topic is substantially different in the proposed reorganization plan*:,
o I o

rii th expanding-environment Scheme, most ,of the topics related to the
t.

roles self, family, friend, and,rto some extent, group,membeeare
. . %

II

curre

gkade

hiSto

-natio

0

tly

4-

ical

and

th

. 1

taught in, the primary grades. Topics currently taught in
, .

are-related primarily to the citizen rolegeographic

content which helps students understand and appreciate

world. .

-proposed reorganization around socialroles, topics related

to al\sev n social roles would be presented 'throughout the eletentary

years. T balanced appr

Lions, of he world. As a r
- .

even in tffel.primary, grades

perhaps *ire, so than with

exposure to 'eh wok du in t
1

even h gra e so ro

&

h realistically reflects students' perctp-

lt of watching televison,\many'students--

e. f.amiliat with world politi4a1 arises

is in their local communities. Their

school curriculum need-not yait.until the

as issues are preented in a tanner which
1,1

recognizes sfu ents

1978). Eve

o self, f

mootional, and mora

! grade, b th curr n

I develo ent insgra es
1 /

oke in

and f

cognitiv\

ortantl3

iet---S

1
d velot4

t curricul

*4-6 . '

social, and emotional abilitids (TorneY

.learning about personal social roles --

ld not'ceage aftet grade 3. SoCial,

4

I
t obviously continues' after the third

t, pays only peripheral attention io such

9.



r.

elementayy organizer would occur in the fifth-grade social studies

program, which is currently a:,chr nolOgical study of U.S. history. In

The greatest change brought about 1;Y using social roles as an

the proposed 'lan, subject matter ould be arranged around social roles.

Most students] now encounter chron logicAl surveys of U.S. history at

three grade avels (5, S, and 11). All three courses are chara cterized

by; much the7Stme content and approach, albeit at different levels of

/Sophistication. In- addition to eliminating some repetition of content,'

lorganizing grade 5 around soCialoles would htlp students understand

that people thrgughout history have played 'much the same roles; that t

some of the functions ancr.charactetistics of roles, have changed over'

time, and that roles are likely to cohtinue to change in.the fUture..

'similar organizational plan could- e,used.for the state history units

aught in many fourth-grade classes

While the theme' of seven soci 1 xCles should be carried- through ''',

each year/ varying amounts of att Ation can and should be given to , ^/)

different'rolesjn different years. Decisions should be basea-gn both

student interest (for example;. stud ing social groups asstulilents start

joining Scouts and Little League)_,ar d developmental abilities.

Social Roles in Grades 7-12

4 Social studies in grades 7-12 is generally organized around

plines of study; hidiory is the most-frequently-taught discipline, fol-

sci-

lowed by geography and political sciences yh:most schoon, the other

socialsciences° (psychology, soeio dgy, anthropOlogy, and econimicat-aie

taught as electives,'' if at all.

curricUlum, the secondary social tudies programs held rather firmly.
-

i

'edition, in many cases. reinforced by

/or'professional recommendations.

with 'the elementary durr culum, the seven social, roles can

vide :a usefUl framework foi cur icular reorganizttion /t the, secondary

level; However, roles need not be the major o4anize for every grade

level im:the secondary curriculum; instead, a combin Lion gf disciplines

-

is the case with the eleMentary

in.place by ext offerings-and t
o

.State laws district mandates,

and social -rote organization ist suggested. Thy combination is

explained on a grade-by,grade bdais
A

grade -level courses are shown in'Fi ure 6.

.38(
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SAMPLE APPROACHES 'AND' TOPICS FOR -7--12 SOCIAL STUQI

7th
Soc tat Studies
(focus on self
family,
friends, and
group)

.

CITIZEN
- .

WORM CON.SUMER .. I-AM fLY FRI DS'

rr iendshj. and
stages off
level-

of

Same se r,iends
Opposi c ¢ets

Erie as %Likenesses

f

i

GAWP

eltavioral 'norms ,Given
.i kenesses and

differences among
members of a .

group
and dif-

ferences along
Iroups '

.

' .

SELF \---..--
Who decides?

iauthorityl
Your rights as a

U.S. citizen,
Your responsibili-

ties as a citizen

t.

Work opportunities.
Changes in work

opportunities
Development f
'child labor laws

-

.

EcOnomic wants and
needs

Personal decisions ,

;about use of
!resources

SOcietal.decisions Roles
about use of
rCSOUTCPS .

Rolm- ion cf famt 1 y
to society

Conf I. ic t 'bet ween
family and
friends

in ofamilies
, 0,

f

,

and earned
identities

Innate. and learned
behavior

Being alone
. .

.

' 1

,....... 0,, 4..
'' .,-

f 1

Sth '
(U.S. history)

. . J. ,. t -.1.0,
1) . S . history organized around seven floc:Jai roles t

. i - , :

9th
Social. Studies
(focus on
%worker, con-
sumer, citizen

%`

.....-----....
10th °
World CultureS

traffic laws
'irug lawn
raniily laws

... ,
',.

N.
..

Influence 9f :Supply
family on job :
choices

rAnployer responsi-jibil 1 ties ;

Employee responsii-
bilities /

Social Security/

and Demand
Historical changes

in supply and
demand

Future prOjections -Differint,
for 'supply and
4 epancl

. .1

Likenessesand dif-t
feretices among --4
rand 1 Los . '

Di fret i gig- rules ''
expects-

tiotis

I

Cr ries ii
friend hip

7.' , petition
r c si

/

.
.

Kindel of groups
socio-economic

influence dC groups
en identity '

stressing abilitiva
AssgSsing inter is

ASSfSflit14% traits
s--, i f----

'''

, .. .
,

l'.., ld'cultures otgani d arOurid` sive sodal roles' _.... f,6;16 .

1. -. ' .., ;' . ,-- ... . ,
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Seventh Grade

Of kl grade levels K-12, the

and 9 appears to.be the least firmly establ shed and

satisfactory from both teachers' and student ! perspe

-4. 30). In grade 7, the.typical course offe ings ma

content or social st

explanation. A an age level when students
. ,

selfidentity search, the(typiCal social stu

history or\porld geOgrephy-suhjects
(

far
/ ,r----

__.-,

concerns. (For a thorough discussion of the

See Earl A

of intend o imply that world history

ade meaningful to seventh - grader; h6We#er,

extbool\s and curriculum guides for igrade 7 r

between \students' immediate lives'and discipl

dies in grades

erhaps the least

tiv
le

s'(Wiley 1977,

py'ovide a parti

are be 6riing an intense

ies c rriculum offers world ?

removed rom'students' immediate

ar y adolescent as learner,

dations 1978:) We do

td*geography caunot,be

review of commonly' used

lie la few connecting links

afy studies at that grade
I,

7

level.

.As an.alternative to the current world

ings at seventh grade, a'continuation of*t

isto y and geography offer-

mentary

organizatibnal scheme is proposed, with topics

roles.. In this grade, given the immedia /of

needs, topics-Thaving relevance for pro lem'an ysi

are suggested. 'For'example,a topic r lated jto th

'be "Given and'Earned'Identities"; for the ro e of g

ioralTorms1 for the r3i.e of worker, "Devel pment

social-roles

rg nized around the seven

students' self-awareness
1

and problem solving

role of self might

oup member.\ "Behav

d Current State of

or'

Child tabor Laws."

In\some respects, this kind r seventhtgrade cur iculum would repeat

t ear y-elementary-level focus on se

in the seventh grade resembleadole

- concept and entity. :Emerging

rima -grade: counter-

Ol-schoo establishing

a tclredefini ves.in

hes1F social Lien topics

ght in e primer, ades.

reated in mo e dept and plac d in e' ore

esentin an ap lication nd ektension

parts -in

new roles and

:*relation to

seventh gra

Indeed, the

,complex-so

of'greviou

y.

trie wor
- -
need not

are entering a new stag

onships in the family,

Focusing again on

eat what was to

e tropics could be

1

ial context, thereby re

knowledge. .

4.



Eighth Grade

Given the prevalence f laws, mandates, and traditions which require

the teaching of U.S. hist ry in the eighth grade (or thereabouts) and

the importance of histor in the development of students' sense of

national heritage, it is ecommended that a junior-high-level course in

U.S. history be taught. However, the importance of teaching a chrono-

iogical survey of U.S.' h story at this vel is not compelling. The

developiental needs of t e early adolescen and the fact that most stu-

dents will have.U.S. his ory again in grade di suggest that the eighth-

grade course should plac4 less emphasis oq chronology and more emphasis

on expanding students' understanding thehistoricaldevelopment ofu ng o
A .

the seven,,social roles.

Several schemedsuggestthemselves for: reorganizing eighth-grade

p.s. history. One woUld be to segment U.S. history into time periods

(much as is currently done in survey courses) and to examine within each

period how people functioned:in their social roles. For example, if the ,

time:period'were post-World War II; topics might include the national

vs. global concerns of pbstwar citizens, the economic boom which led to

the emergence of consumerism, the growth of technology and technology -

related careers, the rise of, suburbia, changes in family-roles,
I
and the

changing self - perceptions of men.who served abroad in the armed forces

and women whq left homemaking for paid employment during the war.

The same kind of organizational arrangement could be appliedto

state and local history courses,, which a taught in junior high in some

states. Such an arr gement would provide a "sociLal" rather than a

"political-military" pproaa to history, although political and military

events would be incl ded. The greatest benefit of such art approach weuld

be to help.,students compare life a ross time periods In terms of common

social roles.

Ninth Grade

Like the- seventh grade, graae 9 seems to lack a clearly' defined

identity in the social studies cur iculum. When many schools moved away,

from. teaching the traditional, civ cs course at this grade-level some

years,` ago, no ingle subject off 'ring emerged to take its place. In

,esapisystepls, nint grade became a hOme for legal; consumer; environ-
\.



.

mental, or career education. Although the recent prolidttion of nes./ '

civics books on the market may signal the beginning of return to riinth-
.

grade civics, in 1982 theninth-grade program is in '

Ta meet the needs of ninth-grade students and to restore focus to

this level% we suggest returning to the social roles as the course

organizer. At this levels the roles given the most attention would be

thOse of consumer, worker, and citizen. At this age many students are

earning money, they are responsible 'for some consumer decisions; and.

most have had first-hand experience in working 'or looking for work.,

Students are algo.beginning to come into contact with the legal system

through traffic law and, inosome cases, unlawful behavior. Thus, learn-

,.ing about societal roles will be personally, meaningful to ninth-graders.

At this grade level, special attention should be given to such "cross-
.

A

over" topics as "Family Law" and "Social Security" in order to help

students develop an understanding of the interrelatedness and copplexity

of social roles.

Tenth Grade-
-,

In apme schbol systems, social studies,is not required of or offered
sr

to tenth - graders; in others, students are free lo take electives.at this

grade level. The most common offering is worldhiatory. If only one

social studies course can be offered in the tenth

tures world history course is suggestedpIrtly in

the laws and mandates whickrequire such a course

that one year in the currigmlum will be devoted to

dents' World view.- The emphasisehould be on wellU)k.

and on developing as well assdeveloped nations.

grade, a world cul-

order to comply with

but\also.to ensure

development of stul-
IL

, not West4rn cultd es

**/,A,tenth.Tgrade world history course need _not be taught*rictly as

chronological history; it can be organized to some dree,-around social
--

.

roles. One method of organization would be too expin
\

e how roles are

filled, historically and currently, in various cultures (a world-cultures

approach); a second would be to examine how persons in various cultures

have played out their roles during different time periods (a ch4no-
.

logical approach). As with U.S. history, either of, these approaches

Would result in an approach tol"worldstudies that would be primari y

social, as dppoded to political and military.

_ 0.0
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Eleventh Grade.

Because 8f percent of__

U.S. history at about the 11/

because students.encounter a

lege entrance examinations

at ,this-revel, taught in

it would bebseful ,to d

insights which are relat

which will telp them tinder

Twelfth Grade

_About one-third
.

take American gove

plat ent of this co

into adult life'and

-retained. However,

ing'on students ' prISent\

ol stricts req6e students to take

-grade level _(Weiss 1978, p. 24) and

great deal of U.S. history content on col-

t -is suggested that history be retained

zp,hronological sequence. As, muchLas1possible,

students' qxtfiiitia taif informatin and

to their current and future socialir les and

appreciate'their:nationalher tgge.

. school di tricts require students to

12A grade (Weiss 1978, p. 26). The

lose'.to students' entry

logical and_should be/'

used tplielp focus lear

,1111 U

tiini he

rse in( the curriculum
! /

po4tical partic ation-

ocial/roles can.a sip be

nd future lives. MostU.S. government

and curriculum glides, are f organized

or processes. If 'those organizers

aed withlt the siudy of/a typical

show how bureaucratic prpcesses are
/

worker, family member,
,

organize the course.arO nd

according to governmental struct res
--

are retained, sociai les can be'

r example, bur a4racy-4-to

being a consumer\, citizen,

al approach would be to

*Uptcz==f

belated t

end so On. ,A

science and civics con

social 'rolesrelati applicaj e poi tical

to eaCh of theseven ro es.

Senior High Electives -

In senior high,schools' arge enough to support

tives, the most- commonly -off -redred oo7ses ,are -economics, psycholo

,sociology, and some\variatian of problems of democracy (Weiss 1978

social science elec-

)7,

Most economics, Sociology, and psychology courses follow a structu

the-discipline approach that.is moretacademic than applied. lthou
.

,-4.

such courses providea useful introduction for stud nts who ar%
preparing to take college-courses in the disciplines, t gy may b

,, \ a

meaningful to students who will do, no further study in the dis iplin

. areas.

If a School id'able too offer only .une or two elective

studies /social science offerings, these- courses should combine

. 43
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and ski is from two or.

around ocial'roles.

\

re

).

D \

sciencessciences and
0

e suah'course

should be organized
0

Might focuson personal roles:

self, f miiy, friend group member. A fruitful topic
.

might ba "Life Cyc es"--personal, famtly frighd,-and
. v.

-7.7"-and.skililsitaugh ,would draw heavily from psychology,

pology.,dand, to a lesser extent, political science's

possible tops might be "Learning" applied' to

and lisktrd4ettings'and Relationships

the family, among 'friends; and on the job.

A cOnd interdisciplinary social studies electi e might focus on

the roles of walker, consumer, and citizen. Subject matter for this

asit

"interpersonal

fox consideration

.career. Concepts

socidlogy, anthro-

economics. Other

academic, career,

\as experienced in

course would be heavily drawn from economics, geography, and politidal

science with lesser amounts from sociology, psychol.: nthro-

pology. 'Possible topics would include "Economic' ycles"

ers and workers, "Interdependence of Em' oyment and

and "Citizen Rights and Responsibilities."

A third elective might focus on social roles in the community,
7

broadening studen s' understanding of how people function in their roles
,.-.

and how various r les are,interrelated. Course content would.pe learned

through community\participation--p aps Via student internships
,

in

skills

to

Consu

goVernment, busineSs,'or.social-service agencies. Knowledge

from all'the social sciences could be used to help students

more effectively participate in out-of-school experiences.

Such interdfsciplinary electives are proposed instead of tradi-

tional, discipline-oriented studies when bnly a limited number of social

studies/social science. electives can be offel'ed. If possible, it' would-

alsa.be desirable fora school to offer one or more disdipline-based

coursesin sociology, psychology, economics, geography, or anthropology

for students who wish to study ,the structures of particular discipl ines

and the method44y pf social scient sts.
,t

and

analyze and

Looking at the Proposed K-12 Curriculum

By Combining the elementary and\secondary Matrices in Figures

6; a complete K-42 curriculum organizt, pn can be

quick perusal reveals that the scheme.comb

p.reva4Ling Social Studies pattern with some

44

scheme

5 and

seen. Even a

currently'nes elements of the

nnoVations.'

a
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I e, .

At the K-3 level, the,suggested: cl'anget-db wok e resent new con-

tent so. much as rearrangement and Changes in emp s is. The greatest

changes are suggested for grades theAunio high levI., and Senior-
,

high electives, becatite dissatisfaction inn a field seem- most pro-

.

, .
r

nounced at these grade levels. AlthoUgh c ntent has been ecified by

accom-grade level, specific course placement could be rearranged

modate local requirements or tradition.

The following advantages would ensue from this su

zational scheme:

First, emphasis on social roles at all grade )revels would _,dd con-
,

tinuity and unifying dimension to.the.social udies ourriculu that

ter-

dary

organization'would be resolved. The practice of presenting U.S..h stdry

survey courses at threedifferent4rade levels would be abandone' in

favor of providing more historiCal perspectives in each elementary grade,

emphasizing histOrical roles .fin grade 8', and offering a chronolog Cal

study in the, lrIth \grede. '

.Second, we believe that because the propo-sed scheme is more
.

sive to the ways in Which- information is acquired by students in their
\

- everyday-lives, it moUld better prepare them to use knowledge and skills

from social studies to effectively participate in their social world.

organi-

is not Trese t in Ihe current pattern. The/schism between the i

disciplinary elementary program and the discipline-centered seco

We.have no empirical evidence to support this theory because such an
r *..

\ , orientation has nevenbeen tried; however, we hope that our.proposal

will stimulate the research an curriculum development needed to test
. , i

,
-

such a scheme. , . /

\ -

t

: .- ,Finally, the proposed 'clidnie provides a structure for,organiling

Social studies that will be Useful but not limiting. his scheme pro- ';,
. r.

Vides course frameworks but doep note dictate or delimit topics or. -

---_. Skills.- Although, examgleELie suggested, many othertopiCs could-be
a

subst ed. \

q * -1
,,, \

This diScUssion of social Studies organized around seven social
.

roles has assumed a pure application Of the scheme. However, at this

oint a pure application not realistic possibility because no cur-,

cUlum materials Which'orianizeitOlial studies content i this'manner
J ,,c

t. We hope that materials developers, along with, school districts,'

57 a
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will consider this pro osal d begin to develop p oducts incorpor ing

some ofthese ideas.

Meanwhile, a aocia role orientation could be'r,usegul to school

systems that are preset y evaluating, developing, or redesigning their

social studies progr ms. If, fot example, a district is- evaluating its

current
L
programf s cial r les could provide a lens through which to view

the pro ram, suggesting.su h questions as these: How much does the,K.-

ctirriculum-ce ribtte to s udents' understand ng.of and more effectiv

participatio current,and utUre) in the sev social roles? Where

ficiencies exist? How ca they be remedied If teaching about

pa ticular 'role seems defift nt at a particUl4grade, a unit of study

on at role could be developed,by pulling together a-variety of

resour, essupplementary mate ials,%,partsf-of texts, multimedia--and

the resulting unit i to the\existing program. jf there is-

substanti.1 dissatisfaction wi the social studies program at a partic-

ular grade evel, a different uise 'could be designed around roles by

adapting avai able resources or siting new materials.

'on effort worthwhile? Obviously, the

ficult. Any cu riculum reform involving substantial(

tation, competency exams, 'and teacher

sity of preparing' local and state

g curriculum materials, and, most

the dea to educators and the public (who haVe had 60

Is a curr

task ,would be\d

change must cd7si r laws, accred

training in a itioi to the nece

,guides, developing an distributi

important, selling

culum reorganizat

years to get accustomed t the pies nt curriculum). Therg. are also the

questions of whether the-c rrent org nizational plan warr nts a change

and whether evidence suggest that an aJ.ternative plan would be better.

Although the answers to hese q es ions are not clear-cut, the
$

widespread dissatisfaction with ocW stu es expressed(6y students and

teachers suggests a need to look at each a pectof social studies

education. We believe that the c re t curriculum Pat4,td\warrants
,

reconsideration. By suggesting_that,s cal---i-Ole represent a poten-
.. _......

. ,

tially powerful b adizer.for social s dies, we, lope te-Ehallenge the

field of social st dies to 'reconsider t

pattern, think abou the proposed framew

e prevailing K-12.

for reorganizati

o s, actithe grade-by-grade curse content ,suggest

hopefully on, organizational sch

current and futureneeds in social studies

. 46
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SOCIAL ROLES:- THE MAIN IDEAS 1

Citizen

A citizen is a person who ()Wei allegiance to, is entit ed to certain

- r hts from, and has certain responsibilities to a soverq n power or.

po itical entity.

Every person is a citizen of several political comm includ-

ing the neighborhoqd, city, state, and tion. One's elationship to4

MIL theehtire world can also be viewed as that ,of a globa/ citizen.

Citizens in the United States engage in several mandatory activi-

ties, including plying taxes, obeying, laws, and (in times of draft)

.'serving in the armed forces.

,Citizens in the United States also engage in various 'voluntary

activities, including voting, advocating positions, working forpolitical

organizations, working for political candidates, finding out about public

issues, and-holding public office.

At times our roles-as citizens of the various political communiti

conflict. (Example: 'having to decide whether to support the develop

of. coal mines in Colorado' td increase the energy reserves of the na

or to oppose such action in order to protect the ecology and enviro

of the state.)

Being.a responsible, competent citizen in the United States also

involves being able to perform important thinking skills, such as acquir-

ing and,interpreting information about political institutions and public

,issuesiand making thoughtful decpions about public policy issues.

ent

on f

ment

Being

bei g able

mu icating

dividual

Being

3. understand

embodied

I

a responsible, competent citizen in the United States involves-A-
_ \

t perform certain vital participatory' 'skills, such as,com-

ne's ideas and views clearly and working--effectively as an
- .. ._ ,

nd in groups-to act on those views. , , ,
-,

-,*NW /
a responsible, Competent.citizenin-the United States inliolves°

ng and making commitment -to iithe basic democratic values_

n our Constitution and resolving conflicts amb these values

in ration 1, humand
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(Example: as

ence goverhe

At times

(Example: - a

1

of citizen is closely related to other s ial roles:
*,

onsumers, we may a14o work with organiz groups to inf

the role of citizen. c flicts wit other social roles.

1 favors to a friend etolitical official who gives spec

the public"_s Jxpense has experienced a conflict between his or her role

as a public official and as a personal frd nd.)

A worker

to produce goo

oth

Worker

a one who engages in a conscious effort--usually for pay-

s erv1Z-eS, and ideas for the benefit of oneself and/or

Most p- sons in our society

o )/er the J7.fe cycle. "(Example:

ost adults have full-time jobs and change

their working lives; many older persons earn benefits

workers.)

The activitlei-of ti4orkers hav'e changed
_--

Apontinue-tO change as technology, avai ability of resources,

we

re workers, but their work roles

cents may hold part-times

s several times during

as retired

throdghout history and will

human wants

needs, and other factors changes/ (Example: primitive persons were
/

primariiy hurfers.and gatherers; the Industrial Revolution generated the

need for assembly -line workers; sophisticated technology has produced
o ,

specialists among workers.) .

'.

.

.To do his or her work, a- worker depends on financial' and materia

.

resources,

the work of

the company

thelabor of other rkers, and consumer

a General Motors factory worker depends

's ability to get necessary materials and

dematid : (Vamp

on -"Such factor as

equipment, ;the labor

94of other workers who convert natural resources into, usable 4 erials,

and the American public!s interest in buying General Motors automobiles.)

Although workers in our society are free to choose the work they,

do, certain laws regulate work rights and responsibilities-for both '

employers and employees., (Example: minimum wage laws require'moqi
1

workers to be paid at least $3:35"per hour.)



c

1

wor

- (Example

tae

er rola-'aff

ork colleagues often bgcome off-the-job friends.)
A

.of his or her ;

cts and is affected by the other six roles.

y/son's Worker role can conflia with one or more

other s roles.__OxaMgea worker may find his or

Work c edule-In-conflict with a hN y of the religious

he' or belongs)

roductiv -.rkcan be a
\ JP.

her assigned

group to which

source of satisfaction as well as incpme.

se decision* about career choices retipire knowledge abou jobs

ompetent workers' demonstrate effective skills., job k wledge,

work abits. r

clarification of personal values.

decision-making ability, and a0propriate attitudes and

Al

good's

Co

man fact

'Consumer

persons are consumers.

function of the consumer is pi) buy and/or use the rdsources,

nd Servic s produced in nature and in'the marketplace.
/

umers b y and/or,use natur resources (water, wood, oil, gas)';

red products (food, drugs, bic plgs, cars); inforfflation (print

a & other
A"
1

edia); business services(

ervices (education

behavi nflueucea p

enceSconsumer be av

wants and need

Ih` nge in th future

f tatural re ources,

sume

,prodnc ion in

/ C umer

cant

/avai

other factors.

at we

othgr inzu

nue to

bility

.cons

finit

tExa

with

113)

ani4, Insurance,

ne, recreation,

real estate);

welfare

oduction roods and services, and

____\(t?g la of supply and demand).

hanged th

becausg o

financial

oughout histzry and will

changes in technology,

conditions, lifestyles, and

cot sume' and h Ft we consume effects

society, and iltimately all perszns

co sumdr want and needs vary from'

h'ar4d int

ltho

ers

he consuterk role aff

on far

d this interrel

le: a father's peas

is fatherly want, to

idependent'be

,

cts and: i0 affected by

tionship ssoletimes leadS to conflict.

nal want to buy a sport's car

end his daughter to an xpen

us

On

as individugis,

earth.

etyAo society, all

ause our global resources are

each o the other -ix
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o

. AA individuals want's and

(Exatple: a chi id s want E16

adolescence and f r prime fi

. A competent'c nsumer

goods and services, and efi

A family in the st

related by birth, marriag

purposes of procreation an

The term family is al

relationships

rI

.
.

he ds change throufhout the life' cycle.

cand dhan4es to-a114ant_for halburge
,

.

_In adu thood.)--- t 4
i-----

s a good Tanner, good shopper, protector of

effective money manager.

erf

Family Member

t sociological sense 1 a group of people

, or adoption who live/together fox the primary

child rearing.

o used in a broader sense to include extended

(e.g., aunts and un les)aed alternative styles (e.g:,

married couple living to et er wit out children).

While many ,people thin- of ,th typical American family as two adults

and two children, American familie actually come in a wide,Variety of

and form

many

The, role of

(Examples: sing e parent, single chi d, no child,"'

1-

lh

family member con ist of several specific and inter-'

sub-roles=mother, father, u band, wife, on, daughtei, brother:
-,.

.

:.

r rights and responsibilitieb.

love, caring,

and sister---Leach carrying! particul

Families satisfy a ,number of basic needs, including

food, shelter,. and clothing.

The nature of relationships thin families varies from culture to

culture and from period to period hrQughout history. (Example: the

'degree of -..authoritarianism "that a p rent exhibits to

vari d throughout history and is aiif rent,in

''.ek person's role in the, family cha :es

child, ado ent, and.adttlt.

Family members ere sometimes involve

fferent roles within the family.

The,,-nature and composition of;one's

Sth and divorce. iv

d a child has

.)various cu

as he or,,she grows from infant

4
Therole'of famhy;Tember is cIogely

(Example: mug of'qne4.role.as "consumer occurs

,

n confli
/
ta related to their://

.

family may changeover time due
:

,

related to other social roles.

-thee :context of

the family; membership in:thnie-gn religious gro

on ihe nature of one's fatally.).

ps has'a major impact



0
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Alt *

At times one's role as a family member conflicts with other social

oles. (Examples: the single mother who would like to -stay hOte to

re for her Sick child but Who also needs to be at an important'meeting,

at wOrk; a husband who spends considerable time with male frietkds,Aat the

(expense of his relationship with his wife.)
A.-
4 4

t
..A.%. .

Friend
.,

.
\ ;

C. ,

A '

4:

4 '1

Friends are companions' bound by affectio7 and esteem, who Share,,
i:7r'

.

experiences, th9ughts,.and feelings with one another.
-..

There are many' different kinds and levels of .ftiendshiml ian44ng..,-
a .1

from casual to intimate. These include convenience friends ,(e.4.i. cd'r
A

'worker), "doing things" friends (e..g., going to movies togethe9: mile-
,

stone friends (e.g., former'' college roommates), mentor friends '(e.g:,

those you can go to for advice), and close friends (mutual and'open

sharing with one another). ,

Certain factors'help build and maintain friendships. These include

trusting, being open, sharing experiences, providing help when needed,
. .

allowing individuality) accepting one another, showing loyalty, keeping

confidences, displaying warmth and affection, being honest,, and ha4ing I.

fun together...--

The nature' and bases of friendship change ,**time and throdihout
4

the life cycle. (Example: children's-friendships appear to evolve

through the following stages: momentary playmates, one-way assists ng&..

two-way cooperation, mutual sharing, and.autonomy andinterdependence.)

Friendship satisfies a wide variety of.. important personal and

* societal needs, inclvding affection, warmth, acceptance, belongingness,.

happiness, and (aCcording to some recent' evidence) god health.

Being a friend involves maintaining some rights,(e.g., to retain

some -privacy and independence) and fulfilling some responsibilities

.g.,-b ingthere when_your friend needi youl.

Co flicts can occur even among good friends. Good friends can deal

wit} hese conflicts openly without destroying'their.-relationships.
T

-,, -Some imes resolving conflicts can l ad
.

to even closer friendships.
1

I

Friendships can develop between members Of the opposite sexes (some 4'..

at involve sexual activity and4
a/ome that do not), and among people of

-

j /
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differeht-ethnic groups andiculCures. 'sorliefriendships also develop

between persons of differentiages.

'Friendships often grow out of-otherroles And are reinforced by

those relationships. (Examplef-,children,usually deyelop their friend-

ships from relationships With classmateS in scliool or fellow members of

a band or athletic team; co-workeis often become friends; members of
;

one's family can also be good friends.) ,

At timesthe role of friend can conflict With other sipoles.

(Example: co-workers who are also friends may find it difficult to

criticize each other's work, even though that would be the best pra tice

OP
jfor heir r jobs.)

Member of Social Groups

All persons are members of social 'groins, either by birth or by

choice.

At birth, all persons iTcome theinbers-of the male or female sex, a

.
racial group, and an age cohort group.

.
Persons are born into groups.such as religiOus groups, ethnic

groups, and socioeconomic classes, but'they may later choose to reject

involvement in these'groups or may change to other groups.

Persons choose to belong to social or civic groups. (Examples:1 ,
bridge clubs, baseball teams, and women's consciousness-raising groups.)

.

All persons are members of social aggregates which.are groups with-
. ,

o formal' organization. (Examples: males in the United States, stu-
--

dents in the World, mountain dwellers, suburban dwellers.)

the size-and functions of soH.al`grotips vary; some groups are small,IS
face-to-fgroups.(a.g., bridge chubs), while ,some groups have thou-

--

sands-ef members (e.g.,'Jews.National Association for the Advancement

of Colored People)'; some groyps are puTely social (e.g., a gourmet dinner

club), while others have particular goals for%the Aaintehance.or improve-
/

ment-Of the-frdUP-W4g.i-National-Organization-of Women)`:__'-

0

'Persons choose to participate in social groups as much or as little
.,.,

00

,cr

as they wish. (Example: some members'of the'Catholic religion attend

.4

mass each day.; other Catholics seldom go to mat420.,

MP
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Social roups have certain socially prescribed expectations and
- v

norms, for their members. (Example: rmembers of athletic teams are

expected to attend practice sessions.)0

Social groups are affected by and affect the course of historical

events. (Examples: the impact of the Civil War on blacks; the role of

the Women's Christian Temperance Union in passing the Eighteenth Amend-

ment.)
e

Social groups are affected.by and affect each other, sometimes in

cooperation and sometimes in conflict. '(Examples: ethnic groups join-

ing together to-provide languag.Instruction for new immigrants; Jewish

Defense League in conflict with the Ku Klux Klan.)

.Because social groups have differing expectations for members,"an
0

individual who belongs to more than one social group may find expecta-

tions of those groups inconflict. (Example: -a woman belonging to an

orthodox religion may find her religion's' teachings in conflict
.

NOW's philosophy.)

The role of social group member affects and is affeEted by the other

six social\roles. (Example: a wo n's ethnic background affects the

way in which'she pakents'her childr n.)

Social groups make.contributions to both individual members and,to

society.. (Example: a Boy Scout gains self-esteem by participating in

his den's camp-out; the Boy Sdouts,beaufify their city's parks by picking

up lifter.)

4

The primary roleof self is the development,of one's full poten-'
0 1

. tialities*aa a unique and competent peKson.
. .

c

,-: On- the one hand, -odr aociety with its focus on the individual

'encourages tfte4ull deveiOpment of one's self; on the other hand, it
,, ..-

also, requires 'that the person conform to societal expectations related

to_each of the roles.
...-

,_:....__., .

.An important aspect of the role of self is becoming more aware of

one's 9wmlikes_and.dislikes, interests, needs, and values.

Anoiher vital aspect of the role of self is developing a positive
.

and 'realistic self- concept -- knowing who you are and feeling good about

youFself. Successful func-tAorang helps build self - esteem.

+

.
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Another key aspect of this! rule i$ expanding one's llectual
,

I

capacities to the fullest. 1

Another*important,aspect i developing and ma taining physical and

N

0

emotional -being.

One's s4i dev s through a series of stages as One moves through

the life cycle. These 'sta.-. generally progress from egocentric to

cOnfomist to autonomous to inteArat orientations:

The role of self is closely related to the other social roles.

Part of a person's iden ty, perhaps most of4t, is .defined an'A..derived

from his or her roles as fe ale (or male), worker, consumer, pareni (or

child), friend, citizen, and tuber of an ethnic group. Much of. the

striving for self-fulfillment occ s within these roles (e.g., becoming

the best teacher possible).

The role of self also involves en : :ing in activities beyond the

other social roles-1piire personal sat faction,, enjoyment, and

enhancement. (Examples: leisurely reading a b , swimming or running

to feel fit, or backpacking by oneself in the mountai

At times, our peridnal and individual needs and desires onflict

with thqse related to the other social foles. (Example: a man's

and need to run five miles a day' after work for his personal betterment

may conflict with his need as a husband and father to help prepare

dinner.)

54
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SOCIA1s ROLES: RELATING THE MAIN EAS TO TOPICS AND COURSES

Citizen - N
411

1. 'A citizen is a'person who ales allegiance to, J.'s entitled tocer-
.tain rights from, and haS/certaim responsibip.Vies to a sovereign
power or political entity.

//
U.S. History /The Revolutionary"War and the new nation--

' from subject to citizen
.

Governthent Citizen rights and responsibilities in the
/ U.S. Constitution

1

World Cultures . Citizenship j.n different countries

Every/person is tcitizen of several political communities, incluar
ing,,the neighborhOOd, city, state, and nation.- One's relationship
tdthe entire world can also be viewed as that of a global citizen.

40-

U.S. History

Government

0

b
States' rights vs,. federal government issue
in the 1840s-1860s

Local, state, and federal go vernments and tie
interrelationships among them

Contemporary Issu s Global issues that transcend national
aries (e.g.,, energy, population,' and
tion)

0

3. Citizens in the United St. --e* engage in several tanglator acti
ties, including paying taxes, obeying laws, and (in times 'of-dr
serving in the 'armed forces.

U.S. History

NC.

Government

Taxation without representation (Ameri an
Revolution); civil disobedience, 'he draft in
U.S. wars

dP

-The courts and justice system

Law-related Education Citizen rights and responsibili ies under the
law

-Taxation

4. Citizens in the United States also engage in var ouS,voluntary,
"activities including _voting, dvocating position-, working fo

litical organizations, work ng for"political ca didatts-finding-
about public issues, and olding public'offic

4 ,



U.S. History

Government'

WorldCultures

ti

Women's suffrage, civil rights, peace move-
ments, political parties throughout U:13. his-

tory, Peace Corps

Voting behavior, political parties, pressure
groups, elected officials

Yolitical participation in different countries

5. At ltime% our roles as citizens of the various political communities

conflict.

° U.S. History League of Nations controversy, secession and
. e

civil war

Government Federal vs.4 state and local authority in

civil rights

011074

Contemporary Issues Resource' development in Rocky, Mountaing
(environment of west vs. national energy

needs)

6. Being a responsible, competent citizen- in the'United States also

involves. being able to perform imporfantthinking skills, such as

acqttiing and interpreting information about political institutions

and public issues and making thoughtful decisions slot:out public

policy issues.

Government Referendum issues (e.g., School taxes, mass

transit)

Contempoiary Issues All political and social issues

7. Being a responsible, competentcitizen in the United States ,

involves being able to perform certin vital participatory skills,,

.such as communicating one's ideas and views clearly and Working

effectively, as an individjiil and in groups to act on those views.

Government Mock trials, debates,.and cOMmUnity.work

8. Being a responsible, competent citizen in the',-United States,.

to, involves understanding and making commitments',io the basic

.democratic values embodied in our Constitution and resolving

conflicts among these-values in rational, humane ways:

U.S. History

Government

New Deal--sociak welfare vs. free enterprise.

Supreme Court cases (e.g., Marbury vs.
Madison, Dred Scott, Brown vs. Board of

Education)

56
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9-\ Thg/ole of citizen is closely related to other social roles.

'\

U.S. History

Loyernment
/ .

4

10. At times the role of

U.S. History

Anti-trust laws in late 19th century

. -
,t

povernment,Tegulation
..

of employment (e.g.",
child labor laws),consumer rights groups,'
,ERA impaCt on families, protection of minority
groups' rights by the government .

citizen-conflicts with

Teapot. Dome .'scandal

duty to go to war vs.
pars 1 mid, ri

Worker *

1. Avorker is one Who engages inc
to produce goods, services, .and
and/or'others.

Economics-,

. . ..

..2.-1\ -14ost persons in our society are workers, but

over. the life cycle.

.Other,-social roles.
3

(citizen lisfriend),
duty.ta

friend),
duty-

\
World-.

conqcious effort*-usually.for pay- -
ideas for the 'benefit of oneself

,doocis and services, human resources, market,
-free enterprise vs. mixed economy, entre-,
preneurship, management; wages

Chology
'\

Z. 'EcbnoMics

4E,
*Government

fe\

their u`cilk roles change

Attitudes towardework

. .

Adolescents in. the work
jobs over the life cycle

. .

Social Security

0

force, changes in

The aCtOities-of workers have changed throughout history and will
continue'to change-as tecfinology,,avai bility trfresqptces, human
iiiiiie-anA-meeds,LandLiotherfactora c

, -
..- ,

History/Economics
r

Primitive pets ere primarily hunters and
gatherers, cotta industries held falilies
together, the strial Revolution generated
the need for as embly-itwworkers, sophis-
ticated'technology has produced apecisaists

0-



U.S. History
,

The pepresgion and WPA

4: To do Ids or her Work, a worker depends on fi
resources, the labor of other workers, and con

Economics

U.S. History

yrodu.Ctive resources: hu
capital;)) supply of and d

labor;Ainemployment

ncial and material
umer demand.

The Depression, post -Wort

boom

an, atural, and -

andfor, goods, and

War II industrial

5. Although workers in ouf'society.are free to.cho se the work they

do, certain laws, regulate work rights and responsibilities for both

employers and eriployees.
f

. Government

U.S..History

Economics

. Thee worker

History

Sociology

Psychology

.11

1

Minitum wage laws, regulatory agencies

Right-to-work legislation, sweat shops, child

Wage and-price controls

role affects and is affected by -the other six roles.

The early agricultural period andthe,cottage
industry period made families financihlly

interdependent; feudal period in European
history linked work and family roles

Work .colleagues often'became Off-the-job

friends, social groups and work stere
(Irish as policemen, Jewish na)

Careerand-self=identity

--,------7:/Cperso4's worker role
other social roles.

.

GOernment

History

./ 1

can conflict with one or more of his or her

Legislative debate on/ goverpmeht funding of

day-care center for workift parents, union -

expectation that members,will vote
es

Evolution of ttle:eight -hour work day-as a

--11-aponse to wa\rker.demand.for more- personal

and'family time

58
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:41

Psycho lo

8. Productilve

Psychol

SocAolo

World C

.Worker burnout, conflicts
self- concept

work can be asource of Satisfaction as

gY

Y.

ltures 1

Workaholdics

Volunteerism

Tataritarian
satisfaction

r
vs. democfatic

etwgen job' and

well as income.

vi

90 Wise decisions'about carer choices equire knowledge
and'clarification,bf petsonal valueSli:

--N o .,

,

Career E Taking Inventory of personal
interest;, ------

P .
Consumer dacisinns ',

IF- .

...

Economi

,10. Competent worke
deciSinn-

ws -ofwork

about jobs

ities, 'and

J

.monstrate effective skills, yokniawi ge,
neability, and appropriate attitudes and morkt* 'bits.-

(

Decision-making procesand Career develop-
ment

areer Education

Psychology The 'psychology of work and fOt'satisfaction,

. Consumer

1. All persons are consumers.

Economics
em

!,

y of consumption and the industrial sys-/

,2 The funciion:pf the consumer-is to buy and/or use the.resources,
goods, and frervices produced in nature andakin the marketplace:

Economics

Gebigiaphy

4

0

"Theory of consumption, distribution of goodS
and services

TO I

Resources in the United States and world,
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I. O

3. Consumers buy and/or use hatural'res ces (wat

manufactured products (food, dru s, bicycles, info

(print and other media); less services bankin insuranc

reallestate); and soc services (education medicine, recreatio

welfare).

Consum Economics 'tTypes'of consumer good

Contemporary Istues Global resources, 'private vs. public
responsibility for social services

4. Consumer behaviOr influences production of goods and service and

prodUction influences consumer behavior.

.

Eclomics

Sociology/.
Psychology

Theory.of supply and demand, consumer equ
libritlb, inflation

Consumer behavior, influen on consumer

demand
-

.

.

5. Consumer wants,and needs av changed throughout hia'to,y and will

continue to.chahge i the future because of changes in technology,

0 availability natuFal '.resources, financial conditi\ s,

lifestyl' .and other factors.

conomics

U.S. History

Government

6. What we consUme.and how we consume affects us -s individualr, others
in our society, and ultimately all'persons on ea

- Exchange of goods and setviCeS -'

Rationing during, orld wars, mass procipcti n

sumptuary laws, °taxes on and subsidies for
consumer gOods

Economics/
U.S. History

Bala ce of paytencs in trade hts

Contemporary issues Energy, global interdependence, water rights,
conflicts among states ,

, N\

I. Although dlonsumer wants and meeds vary from society tO-aociety, all

consumers on earth are interdependent because odk global resources.

are finite. 4.t.k.

Contemporary Issues Ecology and' the environment, energy and

natural resources, -

Econbmics
\

Inflation and depression



°

8. ,,°The consumer role affectaand--\.4a4ected by each of the other six
roles, and this interrelationship sometimes leads to conflict.

U.S.-/W rid HistOry. Class conflicts based on different abilities
ep Consume (due to income inequality)

#

9. Ah individual's want Apd needs c1ange throughout the life cycle.

;1
$,t

/
hool lunches, Socials Security, Medicare

1 ,
.

,..

U.S. History/
Government

10. A competent consumer'is a g od planner, good shoPPei, protector of.
goods'and services,-and an ffective money, manager.

Consumer Econcimics, COns Amer abilities and functions

amily Member

1. A family in the stric , ociological sense is a group people
rlated by birth, marri ge, or adoption who live together for the
Irimary purposes pf procreation and child rearing.

N

SoCiology -,Eamily functions, family traditions
. customs, \

1
2. The term fami

relationship
married cou

(

Sociology

story

and

is also used ina broader sense to include extended,
(e.g., aunts and uncles) and alternative styles (e.g.,

e living together without ch4ldren).

Extended families, effect of mobility on

e many people
d wo children,
fsiz s' and forms.

. extended families

Impact op World War II on extended families

\\_

,

think of the typical American family, as two adult's'
American families actually come in a wide Variety ,

Single parenting, marri ge and cohabitation

-.Child abuse laws, alimo y in cohabitation

44.
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4. The r le of family member consists of several specific and inter-
relat,d sub-roles--mother, father, husband, wife, son, daughter,
brother, and sister -each carrying.particuler rights and responsi-
bilities.

Sociology

Government

-Family' roles, family size; position of sib7

lings

Legal responsibilities (e.g., child support),

5. Families satisfy a n
food, shelter, and

-Economics

Goverment

U.S. History

ego
clothing.

baiic.needs, including loVe, caning,

Responsibility for priding basic needs
a

(Government assistance to families

'History of child advocacy legislation

6. The natuire-of relationShips wi
culture/and from period to perio

World Cultures

.S. History

n fami ies varies from culture,to
thituhistory.

Tradition of met
authoritarianisi
cultures

in ariods :cultures,

il ,:rearing across *

7%.-
, . - .

.--, Changing family c

reeponsihilitiel an. pectatons

A -4-r-on's role in 4t e famiry.cha at Is he

to c';1d,-adoles ,,calid adult: . 1\

logy

(

° . Self -de

it, on, lifestyles,

Psych

8. Famil
diffe

Govern ent

* 0

titrin=hangi,

.

meimberstire ometimep inydived i .confl

tit rpieswithin the;taMilv.

o

Econom' cs

Sociolo

C011,4er de isio s relate

Famil law 4
. 6

y/Psychology Dual-car f!mar ages
. fir, .

9. The,!hOure and -compositipn ofkme
to- death and divorce./

) .t

Government Divorce
. .

IC"

e grdws from infant

amily roles

is related to thar

1

o family ,needs

.

4 .0

("to.

s a sly may-Oange over title due

laws,inhe ance laws. ."

:k4
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Sociology/Psychology

'U.S. History

World Cultures

Nursing home are

How families ave
various periods o

How various cult
family members

dealt with agin
hIlfory

dealt wres have

10,. The role of family member is closely rel

'Economic

Sociology

/

-At times on /s/role
roles.

tareer
j
Education

Government

'Family consumer dec

,Ethnic background'Se
arranged marriages),

to other so

on making
I

t on mar

as a family member con icts w

Cariers and working mot
_

W
Tax structure which -favors s n la. persons
over married persons ,

members in'

th aging

ial roles.

iage (e.g.,

tier social

Friend

§inceeach'of the main ideas about friends can a taught in rela--

'tibt to'the folloiang.topics and courses, we have li ted.them only once.
...,

.....,

)
1. 'Friends are companions'bound by affection an esteet, whO share

experiences, thought?, and feelings with one another.
1

.

1

There are many different, kindsan :levels Of friendships ranging
from casual to intimate. These incidat-nvenience friends (e.g.,
co-worker), "doing thAgs"-friends, (e.g., going-tamovies together),
milestene fAends te.g., former *lege roommates), mentor friends,
(e..g-.., 'those you can

:.
go to f6r.advice), aid close friends (mutual

and open sharing with the another)
't

t ,

3. Certain factors ,help build and maintain friendship'S. These include,
trusting.;"beinglopen, sharing experiences,HprOviding help ,when A

. needed, allotting individuality, accepting one another,- showing
loyalty, keePing_confidences, digpialying warmth and affedtion, being
honest, and having fun _together.- 1 k . ,-

---.,-
4. The Nature and basesOf friendships change over time and throughout

". _. ..
kthe life cycle. , .. ,- .

ko , '
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.

5. Friendship satisfies a wide variety of important personal and soci-
etal needs, including affection, warmth, acceptance, belongingne,ss,
happiness, and (according to some-recent evidence) good health.

6. Being a friend involves maintaining some rights (e.g., to retain
some privacy and indepen ence)- and fulfilling some responsibilities

(e.g., being there when our friend need you).

7. Conflicts can occur even among good fr ends. Good fr ds candeal
with these conflicts 'openly witho t d stroying their r lationships.

Sometimes resolving conflictq Can, d to even closer-friendship.

8. Friendships can develop between males and females (some that involve
sexual activity and some that do not),and among people of different

ethnic groups and cultures. Some friendships also develop betWeen
t -

persons of different ages. ,

Friendships often grow out of other roles and are reinforced ,by.

those relationships.

10. At times the role of friend can conflict with other roles.

FOr all main ideas 1-10:

Psychology

Sociology

U.S. History

Government

Afk ction and esteem
St es of friendship

Interpersonal relationships
Effects of social mobility on friendships

Friendship relationships and issues involving

friends in conflict McCarthy hearings,

Iriends in movie business testifying, against
ne anotherresident-Clike Harding, who

ppointed his. friends to many cabinet posi-
tions; friendships that grew=out.of wartime'

e petiences). .40w

he-press and politicians (can they be

friends?)

Member of Social Groups
1

1. All -rsons Are members of- social grou s, -elther by, birth or by

choice., _

Sociology

O

and secondary
culture'.

.

.

groups, norms, groups,

76
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2. At.tirth,\all ons-be-C-6A members' of the 'male or femalis.sex, a','
racial group, age cohort group.

Psychology - \\Feminine and masculine rolet,

Sociology Peer grOupa, aging, race and ethnicity

Government SoCiaf legisation,-such as that prOteseting
the elderly and dependent' clitldren; anti-

',.discrimination legislation c'

3. Persons are torn into: groups such as religious groups, ethnic
groups, and soCioeconomic 'classes, but they may later choose to,
reject involvevent in these grouts or may change to other

'Sociology . Class and caste, social mobility

U.S. History Pluralism and assimilation

4. Persons choose to belong toss2cial or civic groups.

5,.

Psychology

Sociology

Group membership an0 self-identity

American social system, channels of social
mobility, bases.of stratification

*persons are members of social aggregates which are
formal organization.

Geography ,Population distribution, effe t of climate
and terrain on dwellers

Out
groups with-

A -

Sociology . Urban vs. rural dwelleri'

411016e

w . .
.

The size and fun tions of social groups vary; some groups are small,
face-to-face gr ups (e.g., bridge dubs), while some groups have

I

thoUsands of mbers (e.g., Jews, ,Nationk Association for the
Advancemerit o Colored People); some groups are purely social (e.g.,

.,,,4 gourmet dinn r etub's), while othets have particUlar goals-for the
1r maintenance or improvement of,the group (e.g., National Organize-

tion of Wo n).

Psychology Self-identity and social group membership/
SociplOgy Socialization, power, influence

.0
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7. Persons choose to',participate in social'groups as much or as little

as they wish.

'Sociology Group dynamics, group influence on behavior

'. \

Cultural tOfts' r ,.

1

Psychology
.

Conformity 140 free choice

Anthropology

8. Social roups% have - certain ,socially- prescribed expectations and

norms for their memliers.

SOCiology broup dynamfos, creeds, membership rituals

#

_

Ailthropology% Acculturation, valuee'and belief.systemSof

'1
various cultbral groups

9. SoCial groups are affected by.andf affect the

event's.
;

,

- 1 1

.
U.S: Histc Pilgrims ahrl religious persecution, effect of

Civil War n blacks, .American dians and

1

WeStward e ansion, Japanese internment camps,

i
.(Vietnamese mmigration

I

'
-4, \

NN
. * A.

10. Social groups iie,daffected.by'and of ct eachother, sometimes in

cooperation and sometimes in conflict. .

1
.

cou se of historical

U.S. History

Government

Sociology

V Salem witch4 trial

VolunteerisM., eth is groups joining together(

to provide langua e instruction for -crew immi-

grants '

Racism, clashes Between the Jewish Defense
League and the Ku Klux Klan .

4.0

, ar
/ i

7..

j 11. laeOause soclii-i-r'oups have differing expectations for ,members, an

o indiVidual who belongs _to more thanoA social group ay find expec-

tatiTes of ..th2se_groups in conflict. .... 41.,-
t

OP'

'v.(. ,
.

PSychology Role conflict '

.
. . - .0.00

..

1 '.
.' .ft.

12. The role Of social group member affect and is aifectedby, the-other

"six social roles: .
_ '

,

, .

Carper Education Job choices are = ffected by embership in'age

_____, - group, sex .grow, heritage, group, and socio-

econ.Qmic statue .

.
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Sociology

(7

History 5

Parenting, how ethnic background affects'the
way one parents a child

-Immigration, clUstering of new immigrants in
housing and jobs

Government Voting patterns, affected by ethnic group
clusters and by geographic aggregation (e.g.,
urban vs. rural voters)

13. Social groups make _contributions to bOth individual members.and to
society.

Sociology/Psychology

U.S. History

Delinquency, how group membership can lead to
or reinforce negative behavior

.1

Ethnic,history and contributions
ing-of AmeriCa

Self

1. The primary role of self is the development of one's f
ities as a uniqueand competent Orson.

Psychology Personality; self, sell-actUaliz

to the build-'\

11 potential-..

tion

On the one hand, our society with its focus on the individual
encourageS the full development of one's self; on the other hand,
it also requires that the'person conform to societal expectations
related,to each of the roles.

Sociology

Psychology

Roles and statuses in the social structure,
avialization, class and stratification,,

conformity vs. individuality

Individualization, the indiVidual in society

jAn important aspect of the role of self is becoming more aware of.
ne's own likes

ps
r
ychology

4. Another -vital
NI

encl. realistic

about - yourself

Sociology

Psychology

and dislikes,.intetests, needs, and values.

Needs, motivation, interests, attitudes, and
values

r
. '

aspect'of the role of.self is developing a positive:-
self-concept--knoWing who jou are and feeling Ocia''
. Successful'functioning helps build, seIf-esteeM.

. .i .

.

o - Prestige and'esteem related to toles
O

Self-concept

.11 67
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5. Another key aspect of this role is expanding one' 'intellectual
ecapacities to the fullest.

Psychology Emotion's, intellig ence, physiolegicalounda-
tions of behavior

./

Other socia5studies," Learning i-U.S. :history, Wbild,history,"
courses economics, and other social'studies,courses

to expand one's knowledge about the social
world

9 4

6. Another impotant aspect is developing and maintaining physical and
emotional well - being`'

Psychology

Other social studies
courses

Emotions, intelligeice, physiological founda-
tions of behavior.

Learning in U.S: history, world hittory,
economicsand other sbc 1 studies courses
to expand one's knowledge about the social
world, - "

7. One's, self develops through a series of stages as one
the life cycle. These stages generally,progress from
conformist to autonomous to integrative orientations.

Psychology

moves throng
egocentric t

Child development, adolescent developme t,
adult development, ego development, mora and

intellectual development,

0O. ,

ii

a '

.The role- of self is closely related to the other social roles.
Part Of'a person's identity, perhaps most of it, is\defined and
derived from his or her roles as female (or male), worker---consumer,

parent.(or child), friend, citizen,and member of an ethnic-group.
Much of the striving for'self-kulfillment occurs within these7roles
(e.g., becoming the best teacher possible), , /

. . .

. 1
Sociology Work, organization, male and, female ioles,

4.. .

daste,and class, the family, go4erhm4nt and
political sociology, racial and ethnic iden-:

tity

Ne

Social Psychology'

9. The role of self. als
other social roles f

' enhandement.

SoCiology
. 7 .1

Psycholfty

i

I

/

How groups influence behavior, the' effect of
interpersonal relationships' on self-concept

,,,
, .

o involves engaging in activitiep beyond the
or pure personal satisfaction; enjoyment, and

Societal expectationi vs. perional needs
. ;-

Self-actualiigtion vs. socialization
.
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O

10. At_times our personal and individual needs and desires co flict
with those related to the other social roles.

"'".0%Wmon.--

Sociology Societal expect tions vs. personal

Psychology

t

7

O

Self - actualization vs. socialization

O
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